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I mini victim

Students on campuses across the country
take sides as anti- and pro-war divisions
are set. JMU is no exception.

Are jeans for men dead? Breeze fashion critic questions the trend and lays
down the law as style police.

On a second-half wave of momentum, the
women's soccer team pulled to within one
before falling to tecond-ranked UCLA, 2-1.
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JMU sets policy for students called to duty
Plan allows enlisted to complete academic credits, receive tuition refund if necessary
BY KIM MCKF.NZIE

staff writer
In the wake of the recent
attacks on the World Trade
Center and the Pentagon, enlisted students all over the country
face the potential of being called
to activation.
Because students would
have to withdraw from school if
activated, JMU has a policy
detailing what happens if students are called to active duty.
JMU's policy ensures that students called away from the university are refunded their
tuition and other fees and rant

the opportunity to work out
academic credits with their
teachers.
Sophomore Thomas Wear, a
senior airman in the Virginia
Air National Guard, United
States Air Force, said he is
"relieved" upon hearing of the
policy.
"It's relieving because I wasn't familiar with what their
plans were ... it looks like
they're really looking out for
us," Wear said.
In the policy, students are
encouraged to work with their
instructors to determine if it is

Rankings
list JMU
programs
top in
nation
BY BECKY PORTER

contributing writer
JMU recently received acclaim
by ranking in two national publications. The university won praise
for its technology resources and its
College of Business program in
Yahoo! Internet Life Magazine and
U.S. News and World Report respectively.
JMU was ranked 53rd in the
nation in Yahoo! Internet Life
Magazines "Most Wired Colleges
Survey." The issue, which reached
newsstands Sept. 18, created the
rankings based on research of the
technology resources available in
1,300 American colleges and universities.
JMU was ranked 76th in 1997,
the first year of Yahool's survey, and
48th in 2000.
How well the institutions incorporated network technologies into
campus life was taken into consideration. The colleges were scored on
infrastructure, student resources,
Web portals, e-learning, tech support and wireless access.
"The JMU approach to one port
per pillow' for on-campus students
and the contracts we have in place
with numerous apartment complexes in the dry of Harrisonburg lo
allow direct access to the university
network certainly plays well into
this analysis," said J.W. Myers,
assistant vice president for
Information Technology. "Also, the
work done on the Integrated
Information System (IIS) project
mat allows Web registration and
self-service far items like grade
access are also large factors. We certainly can compare ourselves favorably to almost anyone in the country on services like these, and there
will soon be more of these coming.
"When you look at how many
major research institutions and
other universities and colleges have
far greater resources than JMU, I
think there is no way to look at the
ranking as anything other than a
great honor," Myers said.
see BUSINESS, page 5

possible to complete the
required amount of classwork
for course credit. If the student
chooses not to complete the
credit, or if the work can't be
finished in a reasonable amount
of time, a full tuition refund is
awarded.
All deposits for tuition,
room and semesters abroad will
be completely refunded, and a
full refund for textbooks purchased for the semester in
progress will be available
through the university bookstore if a student presents the
textbooks and a copy of his or

her military orders, according to
a memo sent out to full-time faculty from the Office of Student
Financial Services.
A refund fur room and board
is available and will be based on
the date the student officially
leaves the university.
JMU has also made it possible for students to choose to
work out their academic credits
in one of three ways. One way is
if the student leaves at anv time
during the semester and asks
for a complete tuition refund. If
a student chooses to do this, the
student will have no grades or

courses recorded on their transcript, according to the memo.
Additionally, the universitv
suspended its policy thai if a
student chooses to take an
"incomplete," they must finish
all the course work by the next
semester or have their grade
converted to an F, according to
the memo. For students withdrawing for active duty, the
conversion to an F is suspended
until the student returns to i.im
pus. If the student chooses not
to return, the "incomplete" will

WHAT'S THE POLICY?
I1 If activated to duty,
enlisted students will
have opportunity to finish academic credits
I JMU will refund tuition,
1
room and board costs
and textbook purchases
for the missed semester
I1 Students can wort out
whether to finish inconv
pletes for credit upon
return to IMU

see ENLISTED, page 5

A march for peace
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Several JMU students, joined by a few
Harrisonburg residents,
traveled to
Washington, DC. to
take part In anti-war
marches Saturday.
Sponsored by the Anti
Capitalist Convergence
and the International
Action Center, the
march took place In
protest of recent
military and political
motions toward war In
response to the terrorist actions of Sept. 11.
The protesters stand
beside a banner reading "JMU students for
Peace."
The marches took
place first near Union
Station and later at
Freedom Plaza In
Washington. DC.
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Students urge peace
in D.C. anti-war march
BY KATE SNYDER

staff writer
Students traveled to
Washingtoa D.C. Saturday to
take part in the first national
anti-war marches since the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks.
Thousands of young protesters came from across the
nation to dispute and march
against war. The rally was
generally a peaceful display
against military retaliation,
spoiled by only three arrests
and some fights, said police
officials, according to a Sept.
30 Washington Post article.
Junior Progressive Coalition
member Jenny Schockemoehl
was one of many who traveled
to D.C. to march.
"It's really important to
mobilize and have a demonstration
against
war,"
Schockemoehl said. "We
hope this demonstration will
show our government that its
people do not want to fight."

The first march started at 9
a.m. at Union Station and was
sponsored by the AntiCapitalist Convergence (ACC).

64It's really important
to mobilize... show
our government that
its people do not want
tofight.
—Jenny Schockemoehl
junior, Progressive Coalition
member

95
According to ACC Web
site unim:abolishthebaiik.org, it
is an organization thai stands
tnr "direct action against the
World
Bank
and

International Monetary Fund
meetings."
They defend anarchy and
global action, stating these
organizations do nothing but
hurt the poor and middleclass people while aiding the
elite, according to the Web
site. In an act to promote
anarchy, the ACC did not get
a permit for their march,
requiring police to escort protesters as they walked.
The original focus of the
demonstration was to protest
the International Monetary
Fund and World Bank meetings, but changed to an antiwar protest following the
Sept. 11 events.
A second march, sponsored by the International
Action Center (IAC), started
at noon at the Freedom Plaza
on
14th
Street
and
Pennsylvania Avenue.
It was originally schedsteSTVDF.NTS. pageS
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Senior Antigone Ambrose, left, and sophomore Sylvia
Whitney, right, hold signs urging peace.

Local airport faces cuts; travelers wary
BY KYRA PAPAFII.

contributing writer
Shenandoah
Valley
Regional Airport cut 50 percent of departing flights, effective since the national tragedy
that took place two weeks ago.
Located in Weyers Cave, the
airport serves Harrisonburg,
Staunton and Augusta and
Rockingham counties, accommodating thousands of passengers e.ich year
Regularly, eight flights
depart from
Shenandoah
dailv, tour by United Airlines

to
Washington's
Dulles
International Airport and four
by U.S. Air to Pittsburgh,
according to Dennis Burnett,
deputy director of the airport.
Burnett said this cut hopeful)v
will last for another week,
when the flights will be up to
HO percent operational.
The only airport local to the
Valley, students and faculty
worried that they'd be affected
by the cut, but most travel
plans remain intact.
When the JMU men's football team travels from

Shenandoah Valley Regional
Airport, they charter private
(lights, so the (light cuts will
not affect their travel.
"We usually fly through
Southwest or United from
(Baltimore-Washing ton
International) because we are
sych a big group," said |MU
men's football special teams
coach Eddie Davis, who also
makes the travel arrangements for the football team.
Sophomore
Beth
McBroom,
who
uses
Shenandoah Valley Regional

Airport to connect at Dulles,
said she was worried her flight
home for fall break would be
canceled.
"After hearing from the airline, I feel better that I will still
be able to get to Dulles to connect to Charleston (S.C>,
where I live."
Junior Sara Evans said, "I
have flown out of Shenendoah
three times in the last two
years because it is so convenient. Since I don't have a car
and live out of state, I have
found that its much easier to

get a 20-minute ride from JMU
to Shenandoah rather than a
two-hour ride to Dulles airport that coordinates with my

flight schedule."
Evans said sin- is nut averse
to flying out of Shenandoah
again. " Everyone is concerned
about the satety of flying right
now, but I don't think that
those events will cause me to
stop tivmg out of Shmdoah
when I need to get home to see
my family."
seeFU€iHT.iH,XeS
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fuller reporter
Mallhew D. Benjamin. 19, ol Unadilla,
NY. was arrested and charged with possession ol marijuana and underage possession ol alcohol in Frederickson Hall
Sept. 26.
Campus police report the following:
Trespassing
•
Two non-JMU students were issued
trespass notices in R1-lot Sept 25 at
10.30 p.m.
Stolen Property
• A JMU student was judicially referred for
possession of stolen property Sept 26.
The sign was observed hanging Irom
the subject's dorm ceiling. The sign reportedly was stolen Sept. 7.
Harassment
• A JMU student reported harassment
Sept. 27 at 3 p.m.
The situation is currently under investigation.

Underage Possession of Alcohol
• Lauren M. Supko, 18, of Cenlreville and
Casey L. Wertheim. 18. of Westwood.
N.J.. were arrested and charged with
underage possession of alcohol in
Ikenberry Hall Sept. 27 at 11:50 p.m.
• Amy M. Johnson. 18. of Herndon. was
arrested and charged with underage possession of alcohol in McGraw-Long Hall
Sept. 28 at 2:10 am
Underage Consumption
• Two JMU students were judicially
referred for underage consumption Sept
27 at 11:50 p.m.
• A JMU student was judicially referred for
underage consumption Sept. 28 at 2:10 a m.
Number of tickets issued between Sept
17 and Sept. 23. 962
Number of drunk in public charges since
August 15: 36
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Campin' on the commons

Members of Phi Sigma Pi sleep
on the commons to raise money
for multiple sclerosis research
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"There is an urgent need [for]
agriculture production in
developing countries."
DANIEL WUBAH

associate professor of biology

Experts offer insight into biotechnology
BY LAI'RA COCHRAN AND
LINDSAY MARTI

contributing writer and
news editor

1

„ it

A panel of four met in
Wilson Hall Thursday to discuss methods to reduce global
hunger and how to spread
America's abundance lo developing countries, according to
one of the panelists.
Associate Professor of biology and Associate Dean of the
college
of
Science
and
Mathematics Daniel Wubah
said, "There is an urgent need
(for] agriculture production in
developing countries."
The
event
promoted
International Week's theme of
global
hunger
reduction,
addressing questions regarding
the
safety of Genetically
Modified (GM) foods and
biotechnology.
Each speaker described
aspects of using biotechnology to create GM foods, stressing that the immediate
implementation of biotechnology
in
impoverished
countries is important.
Biotechnology "is a collection of scientific techniques,
including genetic engineering,
that are used to create,
improve or modify plants, animals and microorganisms,"
according to the United States
Department of Agriculture
Web site.
GM foods contain ingredients that are genetically modifed using biotechnology to
make them grow faster, bigger
or be more resistant to pests
when growing.
"Over 1 billion people survive on $1 a day," Wubah said,
referring to the United States'
attempts to aid countries that
are suffering from a lack of
resources, particularly crops.
Per
Pinstrup-Andersen,
director
general
of
the

.ml j,
1
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Panel members discuss methods to reduce global hunger and
how to spread America's abundance to developing countries.

DAVE KIM/xfttf ptxHognipher

Per PInstrup-Andersen, director general of the International
Food Policy Research Institute, discussed some risks.

Raising tents, raising
money for research

International
Food Policy
Research Institute, emphasized the fact that those in the
United States should leave the
option of using GM foods
open to the 800 million starving people of impoverished
nations to combat opponents
instead of forcing the program
upon them.
Pinstrup-Andersen said the
United States should provide
GM foods to these nations, but
allow them to decide how they
will use the food.
He addressed audience concerns of the risks of implementing biotechnology on food.
He also said
risks of GM
/ /
foods
include
the transfer of
allergens, cross

grow. Therefore, the risk of
farmers growing only these
crops is likely, according to
Pinstrup-Andersen.
He also said these risks are
currently
under
intensive
research by biotechnology
experts. Post-implementation
procedures must have an effective biotechnology regulation
system, he said.
"Condemning biotechnology for its potential risks
without considering
Ihe
alternative risks of prolonging the human misery caused
by hunger, malnutrition and
child death is as unwise and
unethical
as
blindly pursuing this technology without
the necessary
fertilization and [genetically modified] bio-safety,"
the loss of bio- °, . * ,
i
Pinstrupdiversity.
foods IS gOlllg tO be Andersen said
The transfer
in an Oct. 27,
of
allergens
1999 article of
involves genetthe Washington
ically modifyPost, which he
ing food so
— Selma Boualem reiterated durthat the new
sophomore ing the discusDNA contains
sion.
elements that
9 9
Helping
are not normalsmall countries
ly present in
develop better
the
non-modified
food,
living conditions is a problem
according
to
Pinstrupwith a multi-fashioned soluAndersen. He said the new
tion, according to Pinstrupelements could spark allergic
Andersen.
reactions to foods that a perHe
said
appropriate
son may not have been origiresearch
and
technology,
nally allergic to.
access to resources, extensions
Cross fertilization could
of
markets
and
human
occur during production when
resource development such as
DNA is transferred in (he open
education in those developing
held*, Pinstrup-Andersen said,
countries are key to a successpossibly causing many different
ful program.
risks once the produce reaches
Other experts discussed
the markets.
programs designed to better
He said the loss of bio-diverutilize GM foods to reduce
sity would create a sort of global hunger.
monopoly in the agricultural
Associate Professor of
industry. GM foods target foods
biology Jonathan Monroe,
such as rice that are cheaper to one of the panelists, said cur-

A program using

very hard to
implement...

rent research includes tackling the issue of aluminum
toxicity: once a soil becomes
affected by aluminum ions,
the roots stop growing and
plants cannot absorb water
and minerals.
By engineering plants to
become resistant to aluminum
ions, those vitamins tacking in
the diets of many can be
secured, therefore, reducing the
amount of malnutrition, according |o Monroe.
Other research programs
include
The
Agricultural
Biotechnology
Support
Project (ABSP), which was
discussed by Michigan State
University associate professor
Catherine lve?, also the program's director.
This program includes a
project that aims to improve
crop resistance lo severe pest
or pathogen constraints on
productivity, particularly the
potato tuber moth, a pest
which hinders potato production, Ives said.
The ABSP also aims to
improve
marketed
crops
through strategic research partnerships between the United
States and developing country
public and private sectors,
according to the ABSP Web site
ivunv.iin.msu.edu/absp.
Audience member junior
Jose Gonzalez said in-depth
research before implementation and strong coordinating
efforts scale high in importance to him. I le said the idea
of assisting with the global
hunger rate is a good intention but it is going to take a lot
of coordination. Other students agree.
"A program using GM foods
is going lo be very hard to
implement due to the lack of
Mh'ancement in the third-world
countries," sophomore Selma
Boualem said.

Rebel Yelling

Phi Sigma Pi holds commons sleep out
BY MATT MCCLUSKEY

contributing writer

he said.
Over 80 members of the fra ternity participated in the twoday fund raiser. Most took
turns with a giant tub collecting money, but "15 members
actually spent the night on the
commons in a
tent," Mallory
said.

The commons was bustling
with activities Thursday and
Friday as Phi Sigma Pi held a
sleep out to raise money for
multiple sclerosis research.
Members of the
coed honors fra — £ £—
ternity crowded
bolh
the area„
The money that doeS
Entertainment
days collecting
*
was
provided
donations from Wt gO tO the CQUS€ Or both days by sev
era! acts, includstudents on their
ing Note-oriety,
way to class and
Into
Hymn,
listening to live
Blazing Wasabi,
music. The event
The Blues Tones,
Was organized
Madison Project
by Phi Sigma Pi
public relations
— April Vaughan and Exit 245.
junior
The money
cfrair
senior
raised went to
Michael
% % __the
National
Hollandsworth,
Multiple
senior
Ben
Sclerosis Society
Mallory and junin Charloltesville to increase
ior April Vaughan.
research on the disease.
"We commit to something
Multiple sclerosis is a chronevery semester," Vaughan
ic, often disabling, disease of
said.
Multiple
sclerosis
the central nervous system.
research is always their cause.

the cure is given to
people with multiple
sclerosis.

Symptoms may be mild such as
numbness in the limbs or
severe — paralysis or loss of
vision, according
to
the
Society's Web site.
The progress, severity and
specific symptoms of MS in
any one person cannot be predicted, but advances
in
research and treatment are
giving hope to those affected
by the disease, according to
the site.
'The money that does not go
to the cause or the cure is given
to people with multiple sclerosis," Vaughan said.
Student reaction to the event
was positive. "My aunt has
multiple sclerosis," said sophomore Joe Clarallo. "This is a
great cause and 1 really support it."
According to the Multiple
Sclerosis Active Source Web site,
the disease affects more than
400,000 people
in
North
America, usually starts around
age 30 and affects more women
than men

Facts about multiple sclerosis
II is a chronic, often disabling, disease of the central nervous system

more at

w
wiav.msactnrsource.com
wunv.nationalmssocietif.org

It affects more than 400,000 people
In North America

Symptoms include numbness in the
limbs, paralysis, loss of vision

Advances in research and treatment
being developed

NATHAN 1 ATH/(W. Muattajgaln
Activist Anthony Hervey, In front of the Student Union on the campus of the University
of Mississippi, shows his support for the Confederate battle flag. Hervey Is the founder
of the Black Confederate Soldier Foundation, seeking to bring attention to the fact
that blacks also fought In the Confederacy during the Civil War.
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Tornado's toll at U. of Maryland
may exceed $15 million in costs
Work on the collapsed roof in

BY RAYMUND LBB FLANDEZ the back of North Woods Buffet

The Diwnondbat k

Preliminary assessments
have estimated on-campus
damagM at the University of
M,ir\l,iiul *.ius*'il bv Sept. 24's
tornado at about $15 million,
otti. lals s.»J Wednesday
Damages at the University
Courtyard are expected to cost
about SI.5 million, Campus
Spokesman t George Cathcart s.iid
Facilities management officials
and
the
Maryland
Hmergency Management Agem \

impeded buildings on North
< .mipus Mednaday and found
roof, window and door diBMflJH
in most of the buildings.
Though the campus is protivted under the state's self
insurance plan, which will cover
most of the costs, otlicials Mid
they are in the process of applying for feder.il disaster aid.
I rank Brewer, assistant vice
president tor f.icilities manage
ment. said it will be several
weeks before final d.image iigures will rv .lvaihble.
Trailers that temporarily
housed the Maryland Fire and
Rescue
Institute,
located
behind the Clarice Smith
Performing Arts c ,'ntrr, suftered the most dam.ige. The
campus is unlikely to reconBtrw t the trailers. Brewer said.

began TU.'SJ.IN and likelv will
take four weeks to fix, Brewer
said. The buffet will remain
closed during that time
Much of the cleanup
Wednesday involved removing
downed trees and identifying
about "VHI cars in Lots 1 arid 2.
Officials expected those lots to
be open Thursday or Friday.
"All the cleanup has gone
wi\ well and very quickly,"
Cathcart said. "So many agencies came to help."
Buildings at the Courtyard
were most hflBVily damaged by
the storm. More than 700 students were evacuated from the
seven buildings on its site.
Courtyard residents were
allowed to take essential items
from their apartments Wednesday,
but not .lllowttl to stay *
Officials from Ambling Co.,
which owns and manages the
Courtyard, said more than half of
the students will be able to return
k) their apartments by the weekend. Courtyard residents in
Buildings I and 3 were allowed
to return to their apartments by 2
p m Thursday Buildings 2 and 6
will be open to residents this
Sunday at 2 p m and the reopening dales for the other three
buildings are uncertain
Ambling has brought in

more than 40 contractors, as
well as a structural engineer
and six other Ambling employees to inspect the site. Some
power and phone connections
were restored.
"What we reiterate is that
these students arc at the heart of
our efforts We are extremely,

-«We'regoing to take
care of the students.
— Elizabeth Horner
Ambling spokeswoman

~99
extremely concerned about
them," Ambling spokeswoman
Flizabeth Homer said.
The Courtyard still has no
network access, said Dorothea
Chrismer, executive director of
the office of information technology. The small structure
that housed the voice and data
equipment for the Courtyard
was demolished by the tornado, she slid
Ambling is constructing a new
building to house the equipment.
"We think data service could
be back by next week, if the
Mni-ture is done in time,"
*. hrtancf said.

The campus is also providing Courtyard residents with a
complimentary, temporary meal
card for food at the South
Campus Inning Hall for a oneweek period or until they can
return to their apartments.
Many displaced students
are living with family or
friends on campus, said (an
Davidson, assistant to the
director of resident life.
Ambling is negotiating with
a number of local hotels on
room options for some students.
"If students had nowhere
else to go, we would certainly
look at that on a case-by-case
basis," Horner said.
In regards to a contingency
plan for Courtyard's evacuation and displacement procedures, Horner said, "Of course
there's a plan. I don't have it in
front of me right now. This
entire thing caught everybody
by surprise. We're going to
take care of the students."
Also, 100 Courtyard resi
dents Thursday evening were
treated to free dinners courtesy
of Steve Francis, star point
guard for the NBA's Houston
Rockets and a former Terrapin
basketball player. Francis was
on the campus when the tornado hit
— Malt Boyd and Jonathan
Schuler contributed to this report.

" Read the fine print:
Write for News, call Richard, Lindsay and James at the News desk at x8-6699 and
x8-8041 "Read the fine print
Write for News, call Richard, Lindsay and James at the News desk
at X8-6699 and x8-8041 "Read the fine print: Write for News, call Richard, Lindsay and James now!

Concert
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Saturday, October 6 7:50 nm

"But overall, I feel safe here
in Amsterdam. I was in Paris
last weekend and some guy
came up to a Canadian thinking
he was American and started
chanting 'bin Laden, bin
I a.li-n ' I ami] said.
That's the only problem I
have heard of so far," he said.
Some UM students have witnessed foreign demonstrations
and protests against American
involvement in international
affairs and initiation of a possible war on terrorism.

BY SAM LOCKHART

The Miami Hurricane
Students and administrators
connected
to
the
University of Miami's Office
of International Education
and
Exchange Programs
(lEEP), the Study Abroad
office, are still exhibiting
emotions
and
concerns
regarding personal safety
and future plans.
"Some
students
had
expressed fears about being
abroad, which is only natural.
The ones who were most concerned about the implications of
the terrorist attacks are studying
in big cities like London and
I'aris," said Klyse Resnick, study
abroad coordinator.
The IEEP office encouraged
its students abroad to soon register themselves with U.S.
embassies in their host countries, and share feedback on
anti-American sentiments they
may have experienced.
"I really didn't even hear
from my students in smaller
cities and towns, where perhaps there is a greater sense of
security," she said.
UM students currently overseas do not necessarily COtMfcJM
llwnmlvW .it any risk.
"Right after it occurred
everyone kept looking at me
and all the other Americans here
with such a look of pity/'
Patrick I anJi said.
I \er\one kept coming up
to us and asking us to explain
what happened like we were
there when it occurred. It was
annoying to have to continually
explain everything over and
over again," Landi said.

School
"On September 22, 2001
some of my flatmates and I
were sightseeing and were
surprised to see a protest taking place," said Regina
Bernadin, a student studying
abroad at Queen Mary in
London, Hngland.
Their purpose was to
express their dislike for
President Bush's as well as
Prime Minister Blair's standpoint on this issue.
"I can say that I was honestly surprised not only
because I believed that people would back the United
States in their fight against
such terrorist acts, but also by
the number of people who
opposed any form of retaliation," Bernadin said.

Pamper your pets at Valley Vetsl

"old-time country music for the 21st century"

Harrison burg Unitarian Universalist Church
4101 Rawley Pike (33 West/Dale Enterprise)

General Admission: $8 - Students: $5
Children 12 & under: Free
Info: (540) 867-0073

Students studying abroad
deal with Sept 11 aftermath
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Enlisted
students
get plan
if called
to duty

1, 2001

|THE BREEZE

|5

Flight changes worry travelers
FUGHT, from page 1

ENLISTED .from page]
become a "W," for withdraw.
If a student leaves at a
point in the semester after a
significant amount of work
has been completed, the student may request the assignment of a grade for the work
they have completed up to
that point, according to the
memo. This option requires
the joint agreement of the student and faculty members.
Student Financial Services
director John Hulvey said,
"They should not be penalized for serving the country."
Hulvey said the faculty
had "no objections at all. We
feel if a student is active duty
and if they are called by the
country, we should do anything within the university's
power to help them."
Some students felt that
they were not told of policies
in a timely fashion.
Virginia National Guard
member juniior Tim Gameski
said, "Instead of having us
actively search for information, it should be readily
available. [JMU should) make
the information more public.
Me had not heard anything from the university, but
knew of the program because
of people from his unit who
had been previously called to
activation,
according
to
Gameski, who went through
the Registrar's Office to get
most of his information
about tuition and being an
enlisted student.
The cuirent policy for students called to active military duty was activated in
March of 1990 because of
Desert Storm, according to
Hulvey. At the time, it was
an exception to the normal
policies in place for university students.

Senior Mike Burton nld hi
used the airport in the past to
travel home to Massachusetts.
"I used it last year, but I don't
think I'll use it too much this
year after what happened on
(Sept. 11)." he said. "My parents are coming from Boston to
see me for my birthday, and
they've now decided to driveinstead of fly since the planes
coming out of Boston were
tht)se hijacked (on Sept. II).
My mom booked their flight
here on Sept. 10, and after
what happened the next day,
she's trying to get the ticket
transferred or refunded."
Bamett said the airlines are
making every effort to contact
travelers to notify them if they

are affected by the cuts, but
people should still call their
ticketing agent if they have
uncertainties.
Passengers traveling must
be aware and take extra precautions, he said.
Bamett recommends travelers give themselves additional
time at the airport and limit
carry-ons to as few as absolutely possible. "Nail files, tweezers,
pocketknives, anything that can
be used as a weapon or pose a
threat is being confiscated," he
said. "Also, I strongly encourage travelers to never leave
their bags unattended, since
they will be confiscated immediately by airport security if
seen unattended."
As always, travelers must

have a valid form of ID to travel, and it is encouraged to have
two forms in separate places, in
case one is lost or stolen, he said.
"Extra security measures
always have been taken, but
now [they're) on «* more frequent basis," Bamett said. He
said he could not go into details
about these measures.
According to the airport's
Web site, several other new
MCtlrily
procedures
were
implemented. All check-ins are
now conducted at ticket counters; gate check-ins are no
longer permitted. Unattended
vehicles
are
immediately
towed. The site also recommends passengers arrive a minimum of one hour prior to
flight departure.

Airiine

Terminal

JANE W<Hl'<".H/ph.«o edint
Shenandoah Valley Regional Airport deals with flight-plan
changes as two major airlines cancel flights.

Students travel to anti-war protest
STUDENTS, from page 1
It was originally scheduled
to start at the White House.
However, President George W.
Bush decided that no protests
should take place in that vicinity during a 30-day period.
According to the IAC Web site
www.iacenter.org, this proposal
was an effort by the Bush
administration to disrupt the
demonstration.
"It was actually a really big
deal that Bush called for the

restriction," Schockemoehl said.
"It was an example of a restraint
on our liberties."
The IAC march was an
effort to show the American
government that it should conuntnrtf on helping the victims
of the attacks by setting up jobs,
homes and health care insti ad
■ >t Lining back against others,
according to the IAC Web site.
Rallies were held both before
and after the marches. Signs
were held with statements such

as, "8 million Afghan refugees
need food now, not war and terror," and "Amerika! Get a
Clue!,"according to the Pus/.
The Post reported that many
criticized U.S. foreign policy,
blaming the United States government for American tensions
with the Middle East.
The Post also reported that
police officials and spectators
said overall the demonstration
went well.
Even though some arrests

were
made
and
tension
between protesters and authorities seemed apparent, the focus
on the event was peace, according to the Post.
Shockemoehl said she hoped
to come back from her trip to
Washington with the insight
and motivation to "help raise
energy for people at home."
funior Progressive Coalition
member Andrea Morley attended the protest as well.
"Whether we accomplished

something or not, [to have]
energy to bring back to campus to share with other people
is a high point," Morley MM
Senior Amnesty International
member Flk-n Jenkins said she
wanted to go to the protest to
witness a peaceful approach to
the country's current situation
"I don't think America should
be bombing other countries,"
Jenkins said. "We need to think
about what bombing is going to
entail."

Business program ranked 52nd in nation
BUSINESS, from page 1
In addition to the "Most
Wired" ranking, two undergraduate programs in the JMU
College of Business were
ranked among top 100 in the
nation by U.S. News and World
Report.
The business college's management program made the list
for the first time, ranking 52nd
in the nation. The college's business program, which makes the
list annually, was ranked 98th.
"Generally,
rankings of

departments are based upon the
quality of the faculty," said
Charles Pringle, associate dean
for
College
of
Business
Academic Programs. "Good faculty attracts good students;
good students attract companies
that are interested in hiring
them. We have, in management,
a group of faculty who are not
only top-notch classroom teachers, but they also publish their
research in the top journals in
the field.
"The College of Business
ranking puts us in the top 10

percent of the nation. We've consistently been in that sphere
since the rankings of undergraduate business programs began,"
he said.
Pringle said he credits COB's
innovative ma|or programs, the
marketability of its "high-quality
graduates," and its focus on student assessment and academic
program reviews as some the
reasons for the acclaim.
"We have a faculty whose
main focus is enhancing student learning, and it's clear that
this emphasis has been recog-

nized nationally," he said.
Both in name recognition
and institutional promotion,
JMU can only gain from such
favorable recognition, according to Mark Warner, vice president for Student Affairs.
"The consistency of being
ranked as a top university does
send a message that we are a
quality institution," Warner
said. "Rankings give us tangible evidence that we can then
use to commend our quality
faculty, staff and students for
their efforts."

JMU received many other
positive rankings over the past
several years. JMU has repeatedly ranked as the top public
comprehensive university in
the South in the annual poll on
academic quality conducted by
U.S. News & World Report. The
2000 poll, for the seventh year in
a row, ranked JMU first in the
South among public universities. JMU has been consistently
ranked among the top regional
institutions in its region since
the U.S. News polls began in
1983.
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"... it can be a treatable
disease, just not a
curable one."
LISA BECKER
Class of 2001 alumna
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EDITORIAL

Art district plan is win-win situation
For many years, JMU
served as a primary
source for the arts in
Rockingham
County.
During Ihe school year.
Theatre
II,
LatimerSchaeffer Theatre and
Wilson Hall provide venues for theatrical productions. Publications like
gardy-loo!. Sister Speak
and others provide a creative
literary
outlet,
musically talented students give their instrumental or vocal talents to
bands and choral groups,
and the art department
satisfies aesthetic yearnings in local galleries.
While
Harrisonburg's
downtown district offers
Programs at Court Square
heater and local miisi
cians
play
at
small
restaurants and coffee
houses, many will appreciate the cultural change
of pace as Harrisonburg
work-, to build its own
arts district.
The Sept. 27 edition of
The Breeze brings hope to
students, faculty and residents of the area. The article says Harrisonburg officials
are
revitalizing
downtown by creating an
arts and cultural district.
Goals for the re\ ital-

ization include creating
more
and
performing
arts
downtown. Tax incentives are being offered to
draw in these types of
establishments, according
to the Sept. 27 article.
This fantastic idea not
only
will
boost
Ihe
Harrisonburg
economy,
but satisfy the interests of
the community.

Even
with differing
tastes, the opportunities
downtown is bringing
with it will be enough to
suit Ihe needs of almost
anyone in
ir the community.
~"ilh JMU students
and faculty hailing from a variety
of cily locales, especially
near Washington,
D.C. s
bustling arts and museum
district, many will be
Downtown
thrilled with
Kris
to
the increase
ome
an
in
arlistic
attraction.
opportunities.
Because
Not
only
nightlife
in
will individHarrisonburg
ual members
of the comis notoriously
munity benlimited,
this
project has Ihe
efit,
but
potential
to mOTC tlttrtlCtl\'e. local groups
snowball inloa
% •)
are becomcommunity
ing a part of
Slithering place. The events
the action. The' article
le art council plans to bring
mentioned Rotary Club
and Eastern Mennonite
may relieve some of the
going-out tension the comUniversity
involvement
munity regularly faces.
with the Bach Festival The
The hiring of a fullidea of bringing together
time theater manager for
any of the many colleges
ana clubs in Harrisonburg
Court Square Theater is
important to the image of
is important to a sense of
the new art district
It
community and vital in
shows that the council is
the goals of JMU and
serious about its intenStudent
Government
tions and is ready to go
Association's
goals
to
into this plan headfirst.
bring the two together.
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The district has
a good start,
but more arts
businesses will
make the area

t)art\ <i Patl on \urmttied anomnwrnh
tmdprmVtdtma qtac+avataNibasis
ShrWjitou an bated imptm one pen
opinion of a ^hrenM^nahon, person oi
and do not mctaorify trflnt the truth

Pat...
A "Iruinks-for Ihcncw'do" pal toonc Ol
Hi) Mail mamben v\ ho agmd togoagainal
his own beliefs when he heljx-d me sh.ne
my hnd List wis'keiul
Sen! in Inj an RA who loon her n
hair and all the ridicuhut ivnime'ih ?he bnM
getting from her staff regarding "the h>*

Dart...
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M^iuninn tnrai

A "let us■ sleen" darl to the owner ot tin*
».ir vMth the .il.um thai went t>n In South
View's parking lot five times earlv SunJ n
morning
Seal in l>u a wphonwn who nrnrfa nfr to
rlan in tind h rare the whok neighborhood is
with ha when aVaryi ih.ii ultnhteneitwett the
wrong setting lor your ride - set urity rysrem
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the average conaei ^ alive.
There is a conservative
African-American group called
Project 21 Project 21 is an miti.i
Hve •'* rhe National t enter tor
Public Policy Kesearch to promote the views of AfricanAmericans with entrepreneur
iaj spini, sense »'' family and
commitment lo
individual
responsibility, views not traditionally echoed by the nation's
dvil rights eatabuehment
it jed 21'l network of
African American moderate*
and conservatives has been
interviewed by hundreds of
newepapera, talk radio shows
and
television
progr.nns
throughout
the
country
Participants have been featured
on such programs as "CNN &
Company," "CNN Morning
News,"
"The
McLaughlin
Croup," C-SPAN's "Morning
Journal," "Larry King Live,"
"The Rush I imbaugh Show,'
'Hie Muhael Reagan show'
BET's "Our Voices"
and
"America's Black I orum" as
well .1-- in newspapers such as
The New York times, The Wall
Street journal, Tin- Washington
Post, The Wwtdngton h"us, ih,
Detroit News, USA Ibdeu and
many others. These are minorr
tiee who .ire not afraid lo stand
up for what they believe in and

who will not conform like the
maforih of minorities do —
they are conservative
Also, I've recently come
.uross some people
who believe II you have
one issue th.it doesn't coincide
with every conservative view.

you can't be conservative yourself. They also believe if you
are a minority you should support progressives and those
who supposedly will support
your rights.
Just look at our Secretary of
state. Republican Colin Powell
Not only is Powell pro-affirmative. Ktion, he is.ilso pro choke
Like our National Securit)
Advisor,
Republican
t ondoleazaa Rue, who is also
pro-aflirinati\e action. There
areaboS tew well known, non-

minorit) members ol the GOP
who
are
pro chou I
I nvironmental
Protection
taency Director Christie Todd
Whitman,
Penns) Ivania
Senator Arlen Specter, NewYork City Mayor Rudy Giuliani
New York Governor George
P.itaki
and
Pennsylvania
Governor lorn Ridge, who
: -. wa i appointed as a
member of the president's
Cabinet. Again, these are people who are not afraid to than
what they believe in and who
will not give in to conformity.
They show thai one Issue does
n't plot you on the other side of
the spectrum; it just makes you
more moderate, mainstream or
on lop ot the fence."
Yet another example of a
conservative minority is
Arizona Representative
)im Kolhe Korbeisarnernberol
the HIV/All* Task force and
is ,111 open homosexual, yet, he
is a Republican I le doss not let
this issue label his whole political career
[here is also a group called
the "Log Cabin Republicans"
that is in full support of homo
sexual
orientation in
the
Republican Party. Many view
ga) conservatism as a contradiction, but it doesn't have to
be. Limited government, property rights, strong anti-crime
measures and high moral standardl are all consistent with
gays
interests, and so is
America's tradition of individual liberty.
This is just something to
think about — you shouldn't
categorize
minorities
nor
Should yOU pass judgment on
their betters based on sex, race
or sexual orientation. Asa keen
. observer of of different minority
groups, I sec not all ot them SIC
liberal It is pOSsMe to be a conwrvative mlnortrj
Wesley Hedgepeth i- i freshnun political scknee mafoi

!J«-^ + r*
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/ ilarts mdpatS to iMav.'iliU'ilnrimail com

lane McHugh
Meghan Murphy
Kelly Archibald
Stephen Cemhrinsli
Sle Crainer
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Flip De Luca
Alan Neckowiu

l MSMtal reflects lli< . <| im> m ol (he (\li(««ul Kurd <M wftolr. inJ
■ mi IIILIIMJUII -rjit mtrnhci•>>d

Idon'l know why, but the
word minority is rnrcly
found in the sim*' sentence
as conservative Being conetf
\ Stive has always been associated with white, upper .J.isv
men. In today's society, people
conform ind it is very apparent thai people, mostly minorities, choose the political side ol
the "blue collaret! worker" or
the "party of the people," —
the 1 VIIKH r.its
When we look left on the
political speetruin. it is easv
to find a melting pot of individuals Although Democrat!
are more dn erte III r.ice, gender and sexual orientation
than Republicans, it is not
unheard of to be a minority
and a Republican.
However,
there
are
minorities in America that
transcend this stereotype of

Darts

lulu- Sproesser
Amanda Capp
Christine Andrrvm
Richard Sakshaug
Lindsay Marti
James David
Terrencr Ntmlin
Jennifer Surface
Danielle Potuto
KC Gardner
Travis Clinaenpeel
Drew Wilson
(eanine Gajewtki
(ennilerSikorski
Khatil Garrioll
Robert Natl

"To ihe prta alone, tntsftsmd :i- it i- with (MM t, the world is
miebttdjornil Ihe tnum;i/is lehnh hnii- beittgained by
tenon ond humanity ova error tn&oppnttion,"
— /HINTS Madison

full. BpfOtfMI

Present
arts-related
establishments
in
the
downtown area include
the Court Square Theater,
The Playhouse, and the
OASIS, art gallery. The
district has a good start,
but more arts businesses
will make the area much
more attractive
The city's decision to
add to the district with the
purchase of the Craft I louse
u/aa ,i sniart one. The structure has both historical and
architectural significance I"
Harrisonburg and its renovation will eliminate anotil
er shoddy vacancy.
Harrisonburg's overall
plan to create an art district
may set a statewide precedence. Harrisonburg officially is the first in the stale
to implement this sort of
change and it will bring the
cily well-deserved praise
from Virginia citizens.
The
art
district
undoubtedly will benefit
the economy, community
individuals, and organizations.
Decisions
to
encourage the downtown
image will potentially will
.HKI nightlife and culture
to Ihe community. The
college
town
of
I larrisonburg Is molding
a more artsy image
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"... many will appreciate the
cultural change of pace as
Harrisonburg works to build
its own arts district."
see house editorial, below

WESLEY HEDGEPETH
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other day
Sent in hi/ a Hiiuii who iu>i I<r*t hu car and
now MM a newfound ntpei' for those people able
10 read ihe btu schedule in Stone 1 Me

Dart...
An "1 needed to be advised" dart to my
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From a mislead and disgruntled senior
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next semester
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OPINION

LETTER TO THE
EDITOR
^*
To the Editor
As a recent graduate of
James Madison University. I
welcome any news involving
my alma mater. While an
undergraduate, I continually
ii The Bnvzt for news
and
information,
and
enjoyed being kept up-todate on both entertaining .ind
serious issues.
A serious issue prompts
me to write this letter.
Recently, my boyfriend, a
current student, picked up a
copy of the Sept. 24 issue of
The Bnvze to discover frontpage news on Kristin Surano.
an Alpha Phi sororitv ibttl
who tragically lost h.-r Ufa to
Crohn's disease. This strikes
a personal and fragile note
with me because I was diagnosAl with that same disease
over eight year?, ago He
called me, frantic and worried MUdoUi 10 l«\ture me
about taking my medicine,
and it was not until I read the
article that I understood the
urgency of his phone call
Matt MoCtusky, the artid*'i author, claims that

Crohn's disease is a "ran? disorder." With almost 1 million
Americans affected with
chronic illness that can affect
any portion of the digestive
B) Stem, I would hardly classify it as "rare." In addition,
most cases are diagnosed
before the age of 30, and
about 100,000 of those
afflicted are under 18 years

old. With this in mind, I
would not be surprised if a
number of other JMU students personally understand my frustration.
The author also states that
research "has yet to discover
how [Crohn's disease] may
be successfully treated." A
diagnosis of Crohn's disease
does not invariably shorten
one's life span, nor does it
guarantee an endless duration of hardships. The disease exists in varying levels,
from mild to severe, but with
medication, proper diet and
regular physician care, it can
be a treatable disease, just not
a curable one. I am lucky not
to suffer the severity of the
disease as Kristin had, but I
write this letter to give hope
and understanding that

ISPOTLIOHTI

taken at JMU?
KATIE McLOl'GHLIN/c unlrl/winj pholo/raplKr

"Anatomy lab
—
because there's nothing
like the smell of dead
bodies at 8 a.m."

"Scuba diving — hot
scuba buddies are the
best."

Meredith Bailey

Christy Nay lor

senior, biology

senior, 1SAT
"Most
definitely
astronomy lab — where
else on campus can you
nap in big lounging cliairs
for credit?"

"GPSY 160 — the goodlooking girls kept my
attention."

Kristin was m the minority
rather than the majority and
to not he scared of the Ulness
itself
My deepest sympathies
go out to Kristin's family and
friends. The article did a
good job on reporting on the
student and the StrViOB that
followed her death, but I feel
that it showed disregard for
the 14-year affliction that
eventually took her life. I
encourage everyone to find
out more on the disease by
visiting the Crohn's and
Colitis Foundation Web site

Ken Bandy

Kelly Gallagher

junior, computer science

senior, SCOM

SUBMIT, SUBMIT, SUBMIT..

See your name in print.

Lisa Becker,
Class of 2001

THE BREEZE.

Katherine A. Martin, D.O.

Professional, Sanitary, Sterilized implements
Original Tattoo Art Drawn by
Award Winning Tattoo Artist John Jones
Experience the Difference ! and
( Bring this Ad in for 10% Off )

OPEN TO NEW PATIENTS
Women's Medicine - Pediatrics - Osteopathic Manipulation - Sports Medicine
Adult Medicine - Accidents - Allergy/Skin Problems - Complete Physicals-all ages
I 765 S, Hieh Street (Next to food I ion on South 42)

G-1 ANTHONY - SEEGER HALL.

Tattoos and Piercing

Family Practice Physician

(540) 438-9292

Topic: What is the
best claSS you've

Located inside THE LOOK - Corner of University Blvd. and Reservoir St
Call: 433-3322 We accept M/C
X and VISA

TONIGHT
all together one Benefit Concert
Wilson Hall
7 D-ITL

Everything ♦ Earth to Andy ♦ Ki Theory ♦ Small Town
*>« ™ ^
Workers
$8.00 General Admission
Warren Hall Box Office/At the door
(Doors open at 6 p.m.)
ALL Proceeds go to the JL SfflSgS Disaster Relief Fund

Warren Hall Box Office: 568-7960
■
Harrisonburg/Rockingham County Red Cross: 434-8891
"^or more information, call 568-6217, or visit www.upb.org
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Sydney

Classic style tor a great look
com ton

Portland

Starvi.r
Tptete
with lots of wrinkles

■

.

located in Four Points Sheraton

Wednesday 10/3/01
Collaqfl NiqHt

House OakeSofasI

$6 cover/$4 with college ID
All you can eat wings

Entertainment Center*

Thursday 10/4/01

Comedy Night
9:30p.m.-1:30a.m.
$5 cover

Sat 10/6/01
Maybe TomOITOW(top 40, rock, dance music)
9:30p.m.-l:30a.m.
$5 cover

Birthday

I

Sunday 10/7/01

Karoake Night
9:30p.m.-l :30a.m.

*Must be 21 or older*
1400 Easl Miricct Si. • Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540-433-2521 Exl. 7735 • 800-708-7037

Conne Down For So^
<s>

'ctain merit
Huge Sandwich Menu
Vegetarian Dishes
Pizza
Crablegs and Shrimp
Hotdogs
Wings- 25C each Mon&Thurs

Every Tuesday
Jimmy 'O'

Wed 3rd
Eric & Joe of Mucllc

Sale

Salads
Pastas
Steaks
Homemade Soups

Fri 5th
MUBIIG

Wed 10th
Andy Gallagher

10 Days Only
10 Months S;
\s-(asli
10% Off Reg. Price
St ore wide!
Bookcases

Recliners

File Cabinets

Sleepers

China Cupboards

Accessories

End Tables
Muttressett

' Only Raw Bar In Harrisonburg
Catering Available

Fri 12th
Todd Schlabach

Sunday Brunch 11am.-3 p.m

fo
M W

Warer Si HamSorfcurg

7 Days a Week. 11am - 2am

MORE THAN JUST OAK!

433-9874

LH>

SEAFOOD BAR

House Oak @ Sofas
2475 S. Main St., Harrisonburg (Behind Pizza Hut)
Check Out Our Web Site at houseofoak.com

& GRILL

Mon.-Fri. 9-8, Sal. 9-6 (540) 432-1383
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Garbage • Beautiful Garbage

Oyslerhead • The Grand Pecking Order

On Sale $13.99 CO

On Sale $13.99 CD

Beautifulgarbage is the third album from

Oyslerhead is a combustible union of three

Garbage ■ thirteen songs that constitute

extraordinary musicians - guitarist Trey

the band's most melodic work to date, a

Anastasio (on hiatus from Phish), bass

record that is at once more lyrical and

player Les Claypool (stepping away from

emotional that ever before.

Primus) and drummer Stewart Copeland
(long gone from the Police, now an indemand scorer of films in Hollywoodl

• MORE TOP SELLERS *

2 MILLION INVESTORS.
80 YEARS' EXPERIENCE.
1 WEIRD NAME.

;'■•.',;•....'.'■-

TIAA-CREF has a long history ol managing portfolios lor the world's sharpest minds.
Contact us l<x ideas, strategies, and. at the »ery least, piopet pronunciation
TIAA CREF.ort oi call 1.800.842.2776

MACYGRAY
the Id
S13 99CI
Acconfcnc, to Mac v. The TOW album n
called the id because, • flalMS the •molioni that lo>ct m to go y*th out gut the
fattywedobefore #iHw* about' «it
tht ngM thartg to do the tal single "Sweet
Baby" a • w*TM 'Oc« l* roll bated tMtut*ig beckgiound vocals by (rytah Baou

TORI AMOS
Strange Utlla Girts
$13.99 CO
A collection ol songt written by man but
ptrtcumtd by Ton (torn the perspective of
a diveise can ol chatartaii Songs com
poiad by such artists ai Noil Voting, tht
StrmgatfI. (mmem. DepetHo Mod*.
Slayer, loo Atod. Unnotv McCartney and
others ata la*an apart and put bock
together n uncompromiwg laahaon

GRATEFUL 0EAD
NlghnallalDlamaiits
$1199 2 CD Sat
fust Iwo rtloait of 'ftcasso Moon.'
'Bu.it to Last. "Stuck Midi 01 Mobile
With tM Memphis BbjM Aga*T
Includes >att photoi and cover an by
Randy Tuten

Plan 9 what a record
store should be!
434-9999
KROGER SHOPPING CTR
1790-96 E. Market St.

other stuff
on sale:
Gorillaz, Cake,
Weezer, Levart,
Bjork, Drowning
Pool, Bob Dylan,
Ban Folds Alicia
Keys and more.

RE LAZY! SHOP AT WlrVW.PUVN9MUSIC.COM

Munoging money for people
with other things lo Inink about

| MTiMwm I iwm.Mci
O /0U|
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LIFESTYLES

c R o:SSWORD

HOROSCOPES
IMl) 1 Birthday — Take on a project this year thats biggn than you can manage ail by
youmtf. Why Ml limits on your imagination? You |uM need to partner wilhVmMM
who i.m help someone who'll keep you inspired and help \on make lough decisions.
Ii \ .'ii don i ilro.idy have someone in mind, pay attention He or she is out there, |ust

waiting for your call.
I Ml) rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
DMM ihallenKing.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
ar
Ibda) Is a 6 - Complications In
I^M* VOUI pnv.iti' life m.iv have vou
^^ troubled You want to work
things out bul don't know what
RaMllg ilu- \olume won't help
) I mil rrmilgt tdOU
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
l.ul.i
Conotma about
4Vk'' '' ••■» mgs (a,le as you discover
ffw .i new option, li may be ■ way to
get what vou re looking tor whole■all Read turn catalogs you've been saving
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
roday I-- .11< - You may feel
Bttulcd Mercury, vour ruling
is about to go retrograde.
ftft;pl.mt't.
Hu good news is that it's in
I IIT.I IO while you may not get far in the
Ing backwards could

C nicer (June 22-July 22)
& A Ibdiy is an 8 An issue you
■V? '"ought was resolved needs
.<% more discussion. There are a few
more details to be scrutinized, a
few more wrmklej to be ironed out.
•k,-} Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
^. Today is a 6 - Don t make a date.
Instead, focus on business for a
while If you can close a deal, vou'll be
more relaxed later. It'll also be easier now
:li.in later. Ii vour sweetheart is upset,
take home chocolate
JH Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
M^ 1 I.I.H is a 7 Is your partner
^*a^. lull of helpful suggestions about
ild live your life? If so, listen and lake notes, Lvervbodv likes to
lei'l appnn lattd

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23)
T
Today is a 6 - The answer that
A I A eluded yon vesirrday could show
•^M* up soon. Don't let your Mm
about what it should look like
keep you troin Mvlng it.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
^ . > W ^tx'*,y is a 7 - It may be a while
I betiire reality sinks in. You may
not immediately realize there's
work to be done and you're the
ons who has to do it
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.21)
Today is a 6 - Don't push anybody
j^w* whos older than you are or who's
^^Q? in i position of authority. They
won't want to hear your suggestions. It's not that vour idea isn't good; it's
that they want to think of it by themselves.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
.
bday is a 7 - It .it first you don't
raV . eucoeed in getting your message
fj^g a. loss, in again. If you're
expressing something important
and personal, you're more likely to get
through on the second try. You never
give up in business

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
p^i

Today is a 7 - You're in tW mood

^P to cut costs, so go through your
t^V budget again. You're paying for
things you don't need just
because you always have Isn't there
another way you'd like to use that money?
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
.,
Today is a 6 • Consult friends
iff lk|c'lr'> in order to rearrange your
^*r schedule Something you had
planned earlier won't work. Also
check with your mate when setting your
agenda, then slay flexible.gang will take
off without you!

—Tribune Media Services

ACROSS
I Bit of info
5 94 Keanu
Reeves thriller
10 Spiders'
creations
14 Precinct
15 Surpass
16 Boesky or Lendl
17 Hockey site
18 National Parkin
Oregon
20 Military
supplies
22 Birch relative
23 Jezebel's idol
24 Most cunning
26 Enclave in Los
Angeles
30 Very angry
31 Ms. McBeal
32 Pig pen
35 Billions of years
36 Meanders, as a
river
38 Poet Teasdale
39 Fish eggs
40 Hurly-burly
41 Abalone eater
42 University in
Ohio
45 Compunction
48 Cork's country
49 Watchful and
ready
50 After a time
54 Entrance to San
Francisco Bay
57 Merriment
58 Type of foil
59 Diane's nemesis
on "Cheers"
60 Bluefin or
yellowfin
61 Soothsayer
62 Used a lasso
63 URL starter
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

DOWN
Cornwell novel,
"The Body "
Song for Callas
Copper coin
Act thejbookie
Outgoing
Merely
& others

/
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62

53

57
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUE'S PUZZLE

8 Summer hours
in Rl

9 Female rabbit
10 Bruce of "The
Story of Us"
11 Avoid capture
12 Creates cookies
13 Hagar's mutl
19 Come from
behind
21 Hard to come by
24 Untamed
25 Troubles
26 Catafalque
27 Switch addition?
28 Guidance fin
29 Capital of
Vietnam
32 Fill to excess
33 Family chart
34 Tall tale
36 Really
impresses
37 Unemployed
38 Potency

40 Rich cake
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Is D
A S

42 Boundary line
43 Stinging weed
44 Biblical balm
source
45 Burns wildly

46 Wed secretly

41 Fairy-tale baddie 47 Fracas

o
"
50
51
52
53
55
56

1

N O M A R
G N 0 M E

Seniors' org.
Oversupply
Bivouac shelter
Jalopy
ATM maker
Olympic diver
Min

LE/OIG HIGH OFF!
OCTOBER 5, 2001
Clubhouse with
TV, DVD, PoolS
les

• Extra Capacity Washers S
' Dryers in every apartment!

S^NO-SE

Jit Business and
Fitness Centers
Olympic Size swimming pool

(Located off Neff Avenue
on Sunchase Drive)

III
442-480

<0t Visit the Sunchase Leasing Center with Your Group and
t
—■*■. Reserve your Housing for the 2002-2003 School Year!
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Love
or
War?
With the declaration of war
on terrorism comes
mixed emotions from JMU
students and faculty
Story by contributing writer Anna Culbreth
Art by contributing artist Jody Worthington
There is no doubt that the events
of Sept. 11 evoked a collective
sense of national urgency; however, opinions as to wnat our
nation's next move will be are
very individualized. Despite the many
totems of unification, campuses nationwide are battling with the duality of antiand pro-war sectors, which are rapidly
forming.
In several speeches over the past few
weeks, President George W. Bush
addressed the nation and declared war
against terrorism. The president assured
complete and utter destruction of the terrorist enemy.
In-tin- has been defined and redefined
by U.5. citizens in different communities all
over the nation, and opinions about the
approach that the nation should take vary
for individuals nationwide. This trend is no r
different on the JMU campus.
The president of JMU College Democrats,
junior Lynerte Diaz, commented on the individualized war sentiment within the
Democratic political faction. "Ifs a personby-person decision. The Democratic Party
doesn't require members to agree with every
detail of their platform. Unlike more conservative parties, we an? an open tent party and
therefore allow our members to make up
their own minds."
The affiliates of Amnesty International
are urging a pacifist approach. In a message to members and supporters of
Amnesty International from Bill Schulz.
executive
director
of
Amne-tv
International USA, received by the JMU
Amnesty community, Schulz said, "Those
who died on Sept. 11 represent the best that
is in us, the calling of our higher selves. We
owe them anger; we owe them grieving;
we owe them justice. But everything we do
now must reflect the best, not the lowest of
our humanity."
Amnesty International will mourn
the victims, speak out against
impunity for the perpetrators,
demand that those crimes be protected and
respected, and insist that justice is not justice if it fails to adhere to international
human rights norms.
In order to advocate a peaceful sentiment, a petition is being circulated throughout the JMU Amnesty chapter and nationally. This petition will be forwarded to Bush
and other world leaders urging them to
avoid a war response.
It- main thesis states, "We implore the
powers that be to use, wherever possible,
international judicial institutions and international human rights law to bring to justice those responsible for the attacks, rather

than the instruments of war and violence or
destruction.''
The
president
of
Amnesty
International at JMU, senior Alex Norbom
, said, "We are intent that the people who
committed this act of violence be brought
to justice, but we want to make sure that
innocent people aren't hurt in the process.
We also want to make the United States
aware that the people of Afghanistan are
not to be blamed.
"Essentially, the goal of Amnesty in the
midst of all this," Norbom continued, "is to
make sure that no human rights are i iol.ited in the act of reciprocating the acts that
were committed on Sept. 11."
Nationally, there das been an overwhelming emergence of peace-urging
groups that are adamant about voicing
their concerns.
Nationwide, students are beginning to
make their statements on campuses in
hopes that it will have a contagious effect.
According to the Sept. 11 issue of The
Washington Post, "Student groups
are planning peace demonstrations
on 105 college campuses and 30 states
today. More than 1,000 students and community members from nine Boston-area
schools are expected to participate in noontime rallies that will converge in a march
from Boston to Harvard Yard, while dote t"
3,000 are expected to march and mourn on
the campus of the University of California
at Berkeley."
JMU members of Amnesty are playing
their role in urging Man M well, junior
Jenny Schockemoehl of the PlUgMMJW
Coalition organized a tnp to Washington,
D.C. for the anti-war protest that took place
Sept. 29.
Regardless of the anti-war sentiment circulating, there are still students who think
the United States should go to war against
terrorism.
" I think we need to do what we need to
do to stop terrorism, if we can," junior
Sarah Rogers said. "Count™-, -t.iml i\ith
us, so that support is all the more re.ison a I
push forward."
Junior Julio Nothnagel espressed similar
feelings. "1 like the.fact that we said we will
hunt down and punish. It is sad that it took
this for us to unite but we should fight for
what we all agree is wrong."
English professor Susan Facknitz is glad
the United States is thinking through the
possibilty of going to war, and not rushing
into anything.
"As someone who has lived through
Vietnam, I am relieved to see that we .intaking this slow, and not acting merely on
see CAMPUS, page 12

Campus war sentiment compared to Vietnam, Gulf War
B^ KhLLY

SCOTT AND
DANIKLLK POTUTO

staff writer and focus editor
With President Bush's recent declaration of a war on terrorism
comes mixed emotions on campus about whether the United States is
making the right decision. This is not the
first time JMU has been affected by the
presence of war.

THE VIETNAM WAR
While Sept. ll's attack was the first of
this magnitude on American soil, our parents' generation endured the Vietnam War
and thus grappled with allegiance to a
country and how to deal with countries
abroad, even though the circumstances
were quite different.
In an anick- titled "Gulf not Vietnam revisited" in the Jan.21, 1991 issue of VwBreeze, former JMU history professor Catherine Bovd
said. "IDuring Vietnaml anything appearing
to be a protest on campus was nipped in the
bud." She said that pnxests were stopped as

soon as they were discovered.
In the same article, history professor,
Henry Myers said most protesters were
male and that JMU was a sheltered campus
attributing to its lack of protest.
Although campus protests were shut
down, students were able to take time out
to Ji-.ii— Vietnam events
In an article titled "Moratorium activities present opposing views" in the Oct. 22.
1969 issue of The Breeze, students took Oct.
15 off from classes to participate in the
national moratorium against the war in
\'letnam. Students gathered in Wilson Hall
auditorium to discuss both sides of the
issue of war.
. At the time, many students and other
Americans couldn't rationalize why we
were fighting.
Those at Madison College during the
Vietnam years dealt with split loyalties
because the attack wasn't on America's
homeland, wasn't about an economic product and didn't occur on a major military
base.
I veil soldier- tell torn on what th. \ felt

was right.
Beginning in the April 4, 1967 issue of
Vie Breeze, the first of five articles written by
soldiers in Vietnam was printed. These articles, called "A soldier speaks" detailed the
life and thoughts of soldiers in Vietnam.
Printed in the May 4. 1967 issue, Pfc.
Frank Petzel said, "For a whole year you're
over here — fighting for something you
can't comprehend. It makes you frustrated
and bored." Despite his report of "low
morale" among his group, he also said, "It's
our obligation to fight the Vietnamese war. if
all the U. S. forces did pull out now, it would
be a great disgrace to our country because
we did promise to help the Vietnamese
army out."
Unrest was not just on JMU's campus.
The Breeze reported on Nov. 13, 1967 in an
article titled "Students defund college
paper" that "The Student Assembly at
George Mason College has cut off funds
for the school newspaper, charging that it
is presenting too much news on the
Vietnam war and not enough on-campus
activities."

GULF WAR
Most current JMU student- HICK in elementary school dunng the Gulf War, but on
the JMU campus in 1990 and 1991, students
were conflicted and frightened about the
war.
In an article titled "Fighting lonlnmc in
the Gulf" in the |an. 21, 1991 issue of T7ir
Breeze, professor of psychology Carl
Swanson said, "I have my -tudents report
on what they see, ami this semester, (lie
papers tend to show a higher level of anxiety as well as some depression."
As with Vietnam, student- had a hard
time justifying the cause of the Gulf War.
In an article titled "War in Gulf meanmuch more than politics" in the Jan. 17.
1991 issue of The Bmtr, Matt Wasluew-ki
wrote, "It gnaws at your belly being torn
between patriotism for the tnxips, trying to
justify a war and coming to gnps with tin
impending immense los- ot human lite "
tee JMU. /age 12
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JMU looks
back on
Vietnam,
Gulf Wars
/Ml H
p*ge 11
Regardless,
pro* Ming
against (he Gull Wu on campus nil outweighed th.it ol
Vietnam
At l "r.linj; to the article
"Gulf nol Viein.im revisited" in the fan, 2!. 1991 issue
of f'i<' Breeze, there was
more protesting during the
short-lived Gulf W.ir th.in
.ill 10 years ol Vietnam put
together
However, in the same article, Bij.in S.uii.itm.ind, profi
sol *>i psychology said the proBMtOn 01 tin- (.lull U.ir le.irneil
trom those of Vietnam's
"Twentv wurs ago Students
were vicious. Thev would
destrcn as the) voiced their
opinion Now they are constructive

Focus

Campus war
sentiment divided

Got any Focus
ideas?

CAMPUS, from page 11
we can retaUass tfnacceeary/*he
The people that feel
thnxiph," she said. "A numbs ol said
people understand th.it this came strongest about going to war an
in
tlw
mJUtary
No one wans to
Irooi somewhere and it iv not
die. but we are called to defend
enough pis* to
OUT country"
strike
back
Senice lames
[UBtiOB
and
Sheasleyi
a
pmspenty are
Marine Corp
our greatest
said
weapons, and
I don) make foreign Kserviat
he has an
we are final)
policy; I am just here obligation to
ooming
to
serve
the
under st,i nd
to serve
country.
"I
this
■
m.
i
enlisted
to
JMU mili- James Sheasleywrve m the
tary students
senior, Mannc («p reaervitt miUiaty.
,
i >s and
~ ^
don't
make
uixxTtiinarxmt
foreign policy;
Bush's division
1 am (list here
to attack, but
to serve "
an? prepared to go to war
lunior Chris iX^gett, lance
Senior and ROTC niemlvr
Andy C>h s.n.1 the prefluat fof Corporal In the Marine Corp
armed forces is primarily lor Reaervea, said, "Vss are simply
protecting our freedom, one
preventatixe mtasillH
1
"We want them to know that that we have come to enjoy/

Call Danielle at
x3846
Don't just be a member,

What's going on in
UREC this month will

BE A PARTICIPANT!
Eating on Campus-- Doing it Right

BLOW you away!

TODAY 7 pm - 8 pm
Prevent "Freshman Fifteen" by eating healthy on
campus. Find out how from the UREC Nutrition
Analysis Staff!

Climbing Anchors
Oct. 12,3 pm - 6 pm
Register by Oct. 8
Clinic covering natural and
gear anchors. WELLNESS
PASSPORT EVENT.

Stroke Clinic
Oct. 9,8:15 pm -9 pm,
Register by Oct. 8
Learn tips on making e.
strokes.

Sea Kayaking False Cape State Park
Oct. 18-21,
Register by Oct. 5
Cost: $125 JMU, $135 Guest
No bugs, just beach. Paddle away Fall break to visit the
False Cape Island only accessible by foot or boat.
Pre-Trip Meeting: Oct. 16,7pm

for more information call x8-8734 or visit www.jmu.edu/recreation

Bli* *%•& ffre*fcf9r*
On Wednesday, October 3
enjoy your free breakfast
at The Commons, South View,
and Stone Gate bus stops
from 8-9 a.m.

Spaces are still available!
Hurry on In before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housinc' Sian
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year'

1068 N Lois Lane

The Commons 1

Hi ■

!nh

Stone Gate

432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

■ * *'^ South View ■ "f

,

Office Hours
Mon-Fri 8:30 am-5:3o pm

MONDAY, OCT.

L Set your sites here
A trove of terrific treasures
awaits discovery on the
Web.

SVV LL^
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"I think it's really great
of the bands to contribute
so selflessly."
LAUREN COWLY

senior
•e* dory below

1

'All Together One rocks the relief effort
BY JESSY HANEBURY

contributing writer
A rockin' lineup of musical talent will hit the Wilson
Hall stage tonight in a joint
effort to raise money for disaster relief.
The "All Together One"
benefit concert will feature
rock bands Everything, Ki:
Theory, Earth to Andy and
Small Town Workers. All proceeds from the event, sponsored
by the
University
Program Board, will go toward
the Red Cross Liberty Disaster
Relief Fund.
"The concert is an attempt
to bring students together to
collectively reflect upon what
happened and raise some
money to help," said Mike
Moutenot, director of media
relations for UPB. UPB hopes
to raise as much money as
possible so it can make a con-

tribution to the Red Cross
from the university.
The Liberty Disaster Relief
fund was set up by the
American Red Cross to benefit those affected by the
recent tragedies in Washington, DC. and New York City.
The fund is a part of the
American Red Cross Disaster
Relief fund, a year-round
program that supports victims of tragedies. A Red
Cross representative at the
show will collect funds,
answer questions and accept
extra donations.
"I think it's really great of
the bands to contribute so
selflessly. It was great how
the UPB could get this
together so quickly," senior
Lauren Cowley said.
Junior Jen Zavadoski said.
"I think that getting popular
bands to play for a good cause

is a great idea because it will
provide a good time for students as well as raise muchneeded
money
for
the
tragedies that have happened."
Becky Ritchie, emergency
service
director
of
the
Harrisonburg
chapter of
American Red Cross, said she
hopes the concert will make
people aware that the Red
Cross is here in the community. Along with the Red Cross'
concert involvement, blood
drives continue in the area
for those interested in donating. "We'd like people to
have a life-long interest, even
if it's just giving blood,"
Ritchie said.
Reflecting on the efforts of
the UPB and the Red Cross,
junior Julie Kinsinger said, "I
think its really impressive
how everyone has pulled
together so much and are

Step to the beat

continuously offering their
time and energy to assist in
helping those who are suffering from this tragedy."
Doors open at 6 p.m. and the
concert starts at 7 p.m. Small
Town Workers is scheduled to
open the show, followed by
Earth to Andy and Ki: Theory,
with Everything closing.
All the bands are playing
for free. Brooklyn's Delicatessen, JMU Dining Services and
the JMU Copy Center have all
made donations as well.
All tickets are general
admission and cost $8.
Tickets are available at the
Warren Hall Box Office or by
calling x8-7960. They can
also be purchased at the
door. For more information
about getting involved with
the American Red Cross, call
the Harrisonburg chapter at
434-8891.

All loaetke*
benefit cor/cert

ne

&■

Workers
To Benefit The Red Cross
Liberty Relief Fund

Fashion 101
Denim dilemma: can males successfully sport blue jeans?
BY JAMES DAVID

The fourth annual Harrisonburg International Festival
set a festive mood Saturday at Hlllandale Park. The
community event Included music, dance, arts, food,
entertainment and crafts from around the world.
Families and JMU students alike celebrated diversity
at the annual festival.

Call it the blues
BY MATTHEW FLYNN

contributing writer
JMU is getting the blues this
Wednesday,
when
Blues
Traveler comes to town to perform at Wilson I lall.
The event, sponsored by
the University Program Board,
promises new band members
as well as a new sound. Blues
Traveler, known for its conglomerate sound of upbeat
blues and guitar rock, began
its tour after the release of
their newest album. Bridge.
Bridge gives new definition to
the
ever-changing
Blues
Traveler sound with the addition of Tad Kinchla on bass,
replacing Bob Sheehan who
passed away earlier this year.
On the new CD, Kinchla provides a funkier bass to the
already complex sound.
Also new to the band is keyboardist Ken Wilson, whose
piano adds a nice texture to the
Blues Traveler sound. The band
Is lead by vocalist and harmonica aficionado John Popper Chan
Kinchla plays guitar and
Brendan 1 lill is the pen ussionisl
Although the show may
consist of a lot of new mated
al, the Blues Traveler sound is
richer and fuller than ever
Songs from Bridge like "Back
In the Day" provide a funky
feel and experimentation with
guitar effects, while the song
"Pretty Angry" has a softer
tone with Wilson's piano

leading the way. The new
album is more rock 'n' roll
than past albums, with a concentration in electric guitar
experimentation rather than
Popper's harmonica.
Blues Traveler performances
are often marked by sessions of
extended jamming and spontaneous musical collaboration
"I am excited about the concert because I like Popper's
new CD and added funk," junior Meg Turner said.
Blues Traveler is wrapping
up a summer tour that started
Aug 18 and ends with a
show three days after the
IMU concert.
The band
toured this summer with G
Love and the Special Sauce
and the Pat McGee Band.
"We are very excited to get
something set up, particularly
this early in the year," said Mike
Moutenot, UPB director of
media relations. "We want to
get the students excited about
the rest of the year's programs."
General Adimission tickets
are on sale now at the Warren
Hall box office from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. daily or by calling x8-7%0
until the day of the show.
Tickets bought in advance are
S15 with a JAC card and $20
without while tickets purchased at the door are 520.
They can also be purchased
online at niiiv.musictoday.iotn
Doors open at 7 p.m. and the
concert starts at 8 p.m.

senior writer
The following is an overly dramatic re-enactment:
You have the right to wear
jeans, but if you're a guy, it can
and will be used against you.
After an exhaustive day at
work, I found myself confronted by the Fashion Gestapo.
The next moments are successive blurs in my mind after
they told me, get this, that it is
unfashionable for guys to
wear jeans. Shock overwhelmed me and I collapsed
onto the floor incoherently
murmuring something about
how jeans were still cool and
fashionable to wear.
This Gestapo, the secret
fashion police, kept telling me,
"No, unfashionable!"
I kept trying to defend
myself and my fashion choices.
"No, unfashionable!"
I tried telling them I was
one of them, and I was a
fashion expert, too. Trying to
pull myself together, I told
myself to
breathe and
remain calm because everything was going to be OK.
"I am the A-FashionNado," I said in a demanding voice.
"If you were truly a fashion expert, then how did you
miss the death of men's
jeans?" they asked.
Gasps and Jerry Springerlike oohs and ahs rang in my
ear
as
Don
McLean's
"American Pie" rose up in the
background. The song was
soft at first and then became
louder and louder, signaling
the day jeans died for me. I
sat there curled up on the
floor in my Britches jeans
circa 1996 (that I bought on
sale for 519). I was truly humbled by this chaotic episode
and questioned my own

knowledge of current fashion.
It must have been denial
that kept me from realizing
that jeans aren't what they
used to be. Now that I was in
the know. I looked into this
new trend. Surveying campus,
I saw a lot of khaki. What happened to jeans? Asking
around, I heard comments
such as, "I just don't like wearing jeans anymore," 'Teople
are more preppy these days
and they like khakis more," "1
don't like when my boyfriend
wears jeans because they
break funny on his shoes,"
and other anti-jean comments.
I will admit there was a
time in my life that I did not
like wearing jeans Until the
age of 8, I thought they were
itchy, and I didn't like the way
they felt when I put them on
after they were just washed.
However, 1 learned to like
jeans as an adolescent. When
the skater-look and thug-look
were in, I used to wear really
baggy jeans. I remember
being at the mall and going
through the jean racks trying
to find the baggiest pair. I
had this test where if I could
fit my head into one of the

pant legs, it was baggy
enough. The test ensured I
would get the effect I wanted,
but I got really strange looks
from other shoppers.
These days, I continue to be
a big proponent of jeans (but
not as baggy as I used to sport).
Jeans have so much to offer
guys. When I want to wear
something comfortable, I wear
jeans. This versatile pant can be
paired with almost anything
and look great. Most important, what is a better look than
jeans and a white T-shirt?
Studying the matter further, I can say in one word why
men's jeans
sales
have
declined: variety. Men's jeans
can come sandblasted, rinsed,
baggy, boot-cut, antiqued,
relaxed, regular fit, Europeancut, etc. This variety has made
shopping for guy's jeans too
complicated, so guys seek the
safe-haven of khaki.
Well, it is time to change
this trend and return to happier, jean-wearing days. My campaign to bring back jeans starts
now. Then? are eight simple
rules to men's jeans success:
1. Remember in the early and
mid-'90s how guys were sag-

ging their jeans really low?
Don't do that now. I have
heard feedback that women of
JMU do not like it.
2. Do not wear pleated
jeans. I repeat, do not wear
pleated jeans.
3. They are jeans, not tights.
Leave something to the
imagination.
4. Acid wash jeans. No!
5. Jeans should only be blue.
That is why they are called
"blue jeans." Do not wear
black, brown or really bleached
ones that almost look white.
6. Relaxed fit is just wrong.
Wrong!
7. These days, just because it is
OK to wear denim jeans, it is
not OK to wear denim shirts.
8. The most important rule is
not to wear jean shorts. Under
any circumstances, do not put
them on, please. Just say no.
My advice for this week:
guys, wear jeans, just as long
as you follow my rules. Ladies,
you can help my campaign by
complimenting any guy you
see wearing jeans (as long as
they are following my rules).
OK, JMU you have your fashion mission for the week. Let
the jean wearing begin.

ROBERT SAnipfuiio editor
From (L to R) regular fit blue, relax fit stone washed, loose-tit faded, vintage-cut, dark
antiqued and dark-denlm carpenters, men's Jeans variety could be their downfall.

Women's wardrobe: may be majorly determined by classes
BY DANIELLE MAUPAI

contributing writer
Clothing: a form of selfexpression. How and why one
chooses
clothes
becomes
important in defining who one
is. What people wear on the
outside is inevitably and even
subconsciously interpreted as
part of the inside. Do students
feel more confident when they
know they look good? Are
they comfortable with people
seeing their hair pulled back
and their face sans makeup?
How much do students value
that extra half hour of sleep in
the morning?
In the great jungles of the
college weekend-wear closet, a
woman could search for hours
to find )ust the right combination of black, jean or khaki and
a fresh twist with her roommate's sparkly tube top.
Women may repeat this cycle
only to blend with the masses

of other Express junkies who
have emerged from their own
forest of hangers dressed in the
same "code" of party attire.
How is it then that women
who uphold a similar weekend
style standard can be so diversified and even polarized in
their weekday dress*
In any given classroom it's
almost guaranteed that there's
at least one female clad in what
is certainly straight up pajamas alongside her exact fashion opposite wearing a skirt,
strappy sandals and shimmery
eye shadow. What are the
"rules" about classroom attire?
Or are there no rules at all?
What philosophies and opinions dictate whether you will
attempt to coordinate the outfit
you wear while taking notes in
class for 50 minutes?
A trip to the lobby of Zane
Showker might convince any
sweatpants gal that business

majors sign a dress code contract upon entering the building. The majority of these
stock market mhlofttttel
dress up, and boy do they
mean business: suits and
skirts, button-down shirts,
blouses and heels are the
essentials in this building.
That's right, in Showker's
metro-corporate world simulation even the men play
along — pleated work slacks,
ties, ironed khakis, collars
and polished shoes, no sneakers and no sandals. It's clean,
efficient, a real "dress for success" atmosphere.
However, as anyone with
a roommate in COB 300
knows, business is not all
dress-up fun and games.
Students are continuously
required to project the professional image of the market
they will eventually enter as
they make class presentations

and attend interviews and
career fairs |ust like every
corporate
st.nr climber
preaches: if you want the job,
you have to dress the part
"The irony of the ZaiM
ShOW ker attitude is that during
the day everybody's decked
out, but when you go back to
study at night, you see the
same person in sweatpants
that five hours ago was in a
suit,'' junior business major
(addji Stank said.
So it seems that, in a
sense, business students Cul*
tivate Showker'• upscale
dress .ode by perpetuating it
in the form of "office hours"
work-wear, complete with
dress-down
I'ridavs M\K\
slack overtime attire.
All this professionalism"
almost makes one forget that
just | hem's length away from
the Showker Metropolis, there
see TO, page H
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senior writer

* Zirkle House Galleries: Artwork b> Rob Mir in Artworks
j (.alien, Artwork by Undsey Stroug in Other Gallery, Mon.[ Thu. noon-5 p.m.. f-'ri. & Sat. noon-4 p.m.. free
* O.A.S. IS. gallen: Artists at Work: Portraits by Mary
I Weiford SIO, Sat. 10 a.m. - 4p.m.. Sacred .Arts Festival Opening
Reception Sat. 6-10 p.m., free
* Sacred Arts Festival Youth Art Exhibit Opening Celebration,
Peebles Court. Valley Mall. Mon. 6:30-8 p.m.

— RpSiC * All Together One Benefit Concert: Ki: Theory, Earth to Andy,
| Small TOWtl Workers ft F.v.-r\lhing, Wilson Hall. Mon. 7 p.m.. $8
* JMU Symphony OrchrMr.i. Wilson Hall, Tucs. 8 p.m.. free
* Blues Traveler, Wilson Hall. Wed. 8 p.m., 515 JAC/S20 gen. at
I Warren Box Office
I * .1MU Wind Symphony, Wilson Hall. Thu. 7 p.m.. $2
* Gary Hoffman, cello "Madison Music Now.' Wilson Hall. Sun. 3
I pm . S2.KC/$5gen

wwiv. theblip.com

tvunv.theiveirdsite.com

If you're looking for games with a new twist, check out the Blip.
With games like Perambulator GP. where you must race a baby
cart through crowded city streets avoiding obstacles and picking up prizes, and Sumo, where you compete in a sumo match
using numbered tiles to control yolnSmoves and attacks, the
Blip entertains with attitude. Youx/i *en challenge other peo
pie to games or |ust chat in the F-baEMi-ounge.
Usefulness: 1 /5
Kntertainment: 5/5
Appearance: 4/5
Ease of use: 4/5

Anything of a weird nature is often entertaining and this site
is no exception. Whether you're looking for weird news stories, weird Web sites, or other weird things, you'll find more
than you could ever dream of <■» the Weird Site. If you're too
busy to check back often, you can sign up for their Weird Side
E-zine and receive a weekly e-mail on all the weirdest sites,
news and other things.
Usefulness: 2/5
Entertainment: 5/5
ppea ranee: 3/5
* of use: 3/5

unvtv.majesticthegame.c

ijviv.wired.com

A game that contacts you.
the next move whether
newest game from Electrthat may leave you w
or not. You provide I
provides the rest — it
thing happens and y
go
only a game.
Usefulness: 1 /5
I■'ntert.iinment: 5/5
Appearance; 4/5
Ease of use: 3/5

-inI * •Danceshare': dancers from JMU & GMU. Godwin 355. Fri. &
ISat. 8 p.m.. S3 .IAC/S6 gen.
I * Saffire: The Uppity Blues Women. Court Square Theater. Sun.
17:30 p.m., SI7.50 in advance. $18.50 at the dour

me that decides when to make
re ready or not. Majestic, the
Arts, is a fully interactive game
ig whether it really was i
itact information and
II you or i in u[ hiinffiwrTi somefrom th0fe^P«T^emember, it's

unviv.snwp.com

Stiller's flick fizzles
A sharp-witted parody of
a male model and a cover-up
of an international conspiracy sounds funny enough
Add Ben Stiller, Will Ferrell,
Owen Wilson and too many
celebrity cameos to count to
the mix and you've got the
makings of a comedy masterpiece.
So
why
doesn't
"Zoolander" add up?
Stiller, who also directed the
film, stars as Derek Zoolander, a
famous model who happens to
be incredibly dumb A few people surround Derek: his agent,
Harvey Ballstein (played by
Jerry Stiller), Matilda, the
snoopy reporter who unravels
the evil plan (played by
C hristine Taylor) and an evil
fashion king Mugatu (hUarioufl
l\ pkytd by Eerrell). Oh, and
there's Stiller's model rival
I IMMI (Wilson) who's "so hot
right now."
New labor laws in M.II.IVM.I
are threatening the cheap cost of

dothtng to fawuon dealjineiA.00
they invent a plan to assassinate

c
,:^.,J ...... ppmaiii t i |
| In SimaAns" a night isn't
■mill IRB v>>u just needto-j^*fc«*IW*f Well, at snpp.com
(which '""■'-! In' m W'finj.li lil Nuclmp Power Plant), you
cripts from almost every sione episode (up to the
last season or so), read frequently awrd questions and find
the latest news on your favorite AmaCrcan family. The site has
almost any information even rerrunply related to one of the
greatest animated sitcoms ever.
Usefulness: 5/5
Entertainment: 3/5
Appearance: 3/5
Ease of use:

Have you ever worVfered what politicians and^wmaTc'r^
were thinking whe
rrote some of our lawSSi^yL
Dumblaws.com won't tell
(why certain laws were put into
action, but it will tell you
kit some incredibly stupid laws.
For example, did you kno' Ihat it's illegal to appear in publie without smiling in Pt>
Mo, Idaho? Organized by state
and country, you can easil
laws for your favorite place,
Or if you're not sure whe:
start, you can check out the
Random Law Machine.
Usefulness; 2/5
Entertainment: 4/5
Appearance: 3/5
Ease of use: 4/5

—ttoVftS—

senior writer

BK5/5
EnterlaSnnient: 4/5
:4/5
Ease of usV 5/5

ivwiv.dumblawstvm

I* Grafton-Stoval!Thcutre: ■Pearl Harbor,"$2 w/JAC
* Rrgal Valley Mall Cinemas 4: "American Outlaws," "Jay and
Silent Boh Strike Back," "Rock Star." 'Summer Catch.* $5 before 6
p.m.. $7.25 alter. Call 434-7107
* Regal Cinemas 14: "American Pie 2." The Deep End." "Don't Say a
Word." The Glass House." "Glitter." "Hardhall." "Hearts in Atlantis."
'lupin Creepers" The Musketeers." "0." The Others." The
Princess Diane.*.," "Kat Race." "Serendipity." "TvsoCan Pla> at That
Game." "Zoolandcr." S5 before 6 p.m., $7.25 after. Call 434-7661

BY CARRIE DODSON

eping up with the latest cultural or technological news can
at traditional news sites like CNN.com or
' Wfls/iTTryito^com. Enter Wired News. Covering aspects of
culture irtMnr^SQMojjiiu'nt and education to politics and
pews you most likely won't see
business. Wired cove
TT^inderstand and quite fun
elsewhere in a style
to read.

"ZOOLANDER"
STARRING:
BEN STILLER,
OWEN WILSON
AND WILL FERRELL
RATED: PG-13
RUNNING TIME:

105 MINUTES

the prime minister (or as Derek
likes |D call him the "Prime Rib
of Propecia"). Mugatu decides
that he can easily brainu.ish
Derek into carrying out his
assassination planAlmost all of Stiller's
COttaM outshine him in the
movie,
from
David
Duchovny's guest appearance
,is .in ex-hand model to Milla
Jovovich's portrayal of the evil
assistant Kalinka. Ferrell's
Mugatu rises above them all
as the funniest and most memorable
character.
Other
celebrity appearances in the

To dress or not to dress

movie that distract more than
delight include cameos by
Billy Zane, Ion Voight and
David Bowie.
For all of its wacky antics
(breakdance
fighting,
egg
throwing
protesters
and
Ferrell's hair), "Zoolander" falls
short of expectations. Stiller,
usually a great comedian noted
for his self-deprecating charm,
has moved into a new realm of
awkward jokes and a reliance
on physical humor.
If people want something
mindless, "Zoolander" is perfect. But, if you want to see a
better Stiller film, save a few
bucks and rent "Permanent
Midnight" instead.
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TO, from page 13
is grass and girls who trek the
cobblestone walkways in sneakers, flats and flip-flops. The
Quad and its surrounding
buildings house the traditional
liberal arts college brochure
dress: jeans or khakis paired
with simple cotton blend tops
(and in the recent advent of
Christmas-time cold fronts, nice
warm sweaters).
But this typical outfit is just
the starting point to add personal stylization. Each person has
her preference of accessories
Will there be big silver hoop earrings? A funky artisan gemstone
necklace? A current trend-ofthe-moment belt coordinating
with shoe color? Or the ultimate
high-maintenance accessory: a
designer label purse to hold all
the day's little necessities?
Whatever the final result, this
seems to be the mainstream
look regardless of major or year,
and what sort of edge it takes on
— metro, artsy, sporty, trendy —
depends on the girl
What is the motivation then
for those who choose to diverge
from the norm?

"Skirts are more comfortable
than jeans for me, so I am not
going out of my way to dress
up. And I wear heels almost
every day, so I'm used to it,"
said Rebecca Blanchard, a junior
anthropology major dressed in
a black, knee-length skirt, tank.
cardigan and three inch heels.
Ashley Walkley, a junior
media arts and design major
expressed a similar fashion philosophy. "I feel more awake,
more put together (when nicely
dressed). If I wore sweatpants, I
would not be able to pay attention, regardless of my major,"
Walkley said. Her typical gray
dress pants, fitted purple blouse,
two-inch heel black slides and
matching jewelry get her "ready
for the day" she said.
Those with contrasting t.ish
ion views say they place comfort over costume. "I have no
one to impress," sophomore
health sciences major Jessica
Gates said, as she donned drawstring pants, a T-shirt and
sneakers. "It's just class."
Freshman psychology major
Toni Warren said dress can only
reflect personalit to a point

"People are going to think what
they think of you. How you
dress should have nothing to do
with it/'she said. She described
her usual style as "slack as possible," in warm-up pants, Tshirts and sneakers.
Even a senior accounting
major who walks the business
halls daily fails to see the point
in getting decked out every day.
Lisa Knepper, dressed in jeans, a
long-sleeve T-shirt and sneakers
said, "I like to wear clothes that
I don't have to change right out
of when I get home."
Apparently other majors feel
the same way, according to
junior art major Samantha
Warren. She notices that her
classmates tend to wear the
same clothing out at night that
they wear to class and that
although Duke Hall is nowhere
close to New York City Villageinspired garb as one might
imagine, art majors in general
are, "Not as afraid to express
themselves through their clothing," Warren said.
So when considering the
question, to dress up or dress
down, which do you choose'

GENERAL MEETING !
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Buy I Chicken Fingers Meal Hillel Jewish Counsel
Aupon Lounge/Loft

TONIGHT!

4th Floor Warren Hail
(Includes Chicken Fingers and Choice of Fry)
-FREE ICECREAM!

Good at Harrteonlxrg Wapesfcoro, StuarU Draft
www.valeyarby8.com

PLU3001

Limit 4 meals per coupon • Expires Sunday Oct. 7

SKM»I\I:
One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and
your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE
Freefall almost a minute

^WwO^ «^ni

from 2 1/2 miles high

' *^0^ >"

from our 22 Jumper
aircraft on your first skydive!

(540) 943-6587

,
S^i.
"7^J&5<"^

sfi "

.

20 West Water St.
downtown Harrisonburc

complete information is on www.skydiveorange.com

OCTOBER JMU SPECIAL
/ ON GOLF LESSONS
with John Rogers, Teaching Pro
at I.akeview Golf'Course.

5 Golf Lessons for $100.00
Learn to play golf...for fun...for business,
for competition...for the hell of it.

540.578.4867
jspencerrogers^msn.com

I

IIII.I.KI.
( ...-IU~»I,

Mon-Fri 12-8 Sat 11-6

433-555C
Call for directions

,E

JMU discounts

348-3759

7:00 PM.

-Discuss Community Service
and Social opportunities
-Join the Jew Crew!
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• Low low eWyday prices on new & used CD's and tapes
• cvge and Giant-sized posters
• Very fast>pecjajcxder^at>-p<j'extra cost
Recent Releases: Days or the New, Ozomatl, Macy Gray
Ben Folds, Live, Tori Amos, Bob Dylan, Slayer, Jay-Z, Rza,
Nickelbook, and P. 0. D.

MONDAY, OCT.

■ Dukes edge Spiders
JMU field hockey
defeats the University
of Richmond, 3-2.
FapM
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"I've never felt this way after a loss before. It
doesn't feel like we lost."
SUZANNE WILSON

senior goalkeeper, women's soccer
SM

story below

LOCAL GOLF
Football falls to Maine
The JMU football team
dropped its third consecutive game Saturday, losing
to the University of Maine
13-3 in Orono.
JMU's
lone score
came on a 50-yard field
goal by red-shirt freshman Burke George, tied
the game at 3-3.
The Black Bears took
a 6-3 lead into the half
after a late field goal.
The Dukes remained
within striking distance
until a Maine touchdown in the final three
minutes of the game.
Men's soccer splits
games in Invitational
The JMU men's soccer
team
won
1-0 over
Florida Atlantic University Friday in the Florida
International University/
Umbro Classic in Miami
In the second half, junior
Andrew
Rutledge
scored the only goal of
the game.
On Sunday, the Dukes
lost to Santa Clara
University 2-0 in the
FIU/ Umbro Classic.
Lewis places first
Junior Jessica Lewis
won on a playoff hole to
place first at the Nittany
Lion Golf Invitational
Saturday and Sunday.
JMU placed a close second at the event.

Tuesday, Qct, 2
- Women's soccer hosts the
Spiders of University of
Richmond at 7 p.m. at
Reservoir Street Field.

Wednesday. Oct. 3
- Men's soccer battles
Mount
St.
Mary's
University at 7 p.m. at
Reservoir Street Field.

Friday. Oct. 5
- Women's soccer hosts
the University of North
Carolina-Greensboro at 7
p.m. at Reservoir Street
Field.
- The swimming and diving team hosts its annual
Purple and Gold meet at 7
p.m.
in
the Savage
Natatorium.
- Volleyball travels to face
the University of North
Carolina-Wilmington.
- Men's tennis competes
at
the
East
Coast
Collegiate
Championships in Norfolk.
- Women's tennis competes at the Old Dominion
Invitational in Norfolk.

Saturday. Oct. 6
- Football travels to play
Villanova University in
Philadelphia, Pa.
- Men's soccer hosts Rider
University at 7 p.m. at
Reservoir Street Field.
- Field hockey travels to
take on Boston College in
Boston, Mass.
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The Heritage Oaks clubhouse can be seen from this putting green on the newly opened course. The course will open to the public permanently on April 1. 2002.

New 18 opens to 'Burg residents
Heritage Oaks Golf Course temporarily open on weekends until Dec. 1, opens for good April I
BY KEITH ELGIN

contributing writer
Attention all golf lovers: a
new golf course has opened
in Harrisonburg. The longawaited opening of Heritage
Oaks Golf Course has
arrived, but the course is
available only for a limited
time. Heritage Oaks will be
open Friday to Sunday from
now until Dec. 1.
.From December to April 1,
2002, the staff will attempt to
get a handle on what customers want before the par-70
course opens for good April 1.
At that lime, the course will
be open seven days a week
with set rates.
Among the decisions to be
made is the rate structure. As
of now, the greens (res ,ire

$25, with the cart fees set at
$13. However, during the
"rough opening" until Dec. 1,
the greens fees are only $22.
There is also a possibility of

student rates.
Lee Forrester, the director of
Parks and Recreation in
Harrisonburg, was on hand to
christen the new course at
media preview day
last
Wednesday.
"We began a long process
about two and a half years ago
with the planning," Forrester
said "We are very excited about
the future, and we think that it
will be nothing like you will see
in the area."
Although a few fairways
on the front nine are still
under construction, the course
is coming along. The front
nine is highlighted by two difficult par 3s and one par 5.
The par 3s demand accuracy
and length off the tee. Hole
No. 6 plays 219 yards from the
back tees, and No. 8 plays 184
yards over water.
The back nine, which is virtually completed, features a
329-yard par 4, which can be

reached from the elevated tee
box by longer hitters. Hole 16
is a relatively short par 5, at
475 yards. With a perfectly
placed drive, the green is
reachable in two, allowing for
a nice eagle opportunity.

-66—
You'll probably find
this is the best course
in the Valley.
— Roger Baker
Hamsonhirg city manager

-*9
The head pro, Dave Johns,
graduated with a Spanish
degree from JMU and played on
the golf team from 1990'92.
Johns is very excited about the
opportunity to work at the new
course after short stints at
MasM'nutten's Mountain (..reen

WOMEN'S SOCCER

Course, Valley Coif Center and
Waynesboro Golf.
"The course is set for
golfers with different abilities with some narrow, treelined fairways, but some
wide, very forgiving fairways," Johns said.
As of now, Johns has no
assistants.
"Right now we are still
working on that, but we will
eventually," Johns said.
Roger Baker, Harrisonburg
city manager, also was on hand
at media day and had nothing
but good things to say about
Heritage Oaks.
Baker, an avid golfer, said,
"You'll probably find this is the
best course in the Valley."
The practice facilities include
a very large practice putting
green and a state-of-the-art driving range, which should have
the finishing touches done soon.
Heritage is also proud of
its opportunities to teach the

game to youngsters from all
over the Valley In addition to
the regular 18 holes, the First
Tee Program will have its
own three holes and an
instruction facility- The program, started by the World
Golf Foundation in 1997, is
geared toward helping children learn how to play the
game of golf. The program is
open to children of all ages
and includes instruction and
12 free rounds of golf.
Heritage Oaks is collecting
clubs, old or new, to use in
instruction. Those who are
interested in donating clubs
should contact the golf club.
Course officials have been in
contact with the JMU golf team,
as well as local high school
teams, about holding practice!
and possibly tournaments at
I leritagt * ten
For tee times or more information about H.irnsonburg's

newest couratj call 442-6502.

V0LLYBALL

Bruins hold off JMU JMU splits CAA
Dukes hang close, but fall short to No. 2-ranked UCLA

weekend match-ups

BY JFFF Cm MI
contributing writer
No, the scoreboard wasn't
incorrect.
The final score really was
University of California Los
Angeles 2, JMU 1. So, technically
the women's soccer team lost its
Friday night match at Reservoir
Street Field.
But at the end of the game
you wouldn't have believed it.
The Dukes battled the second-best team in the nation until
the final whistle, nearly rallying
from a two-goal first-half deficit
Senior
r .,
defender
£"^
Jamie
I'll \
Miller's
amazing
goal brought
JMU
JMU within
|
one with 22
minutes to play Unfortunately
the Bruins (6-0-0) barely hung on
for the win.
"I've never felt this way after
a loss before. It doesn't feel like
we lost," senior goalkeeper
Su/anne VVIIMMI said "( hit team
played awesome and we played
hard together. Down 2-0, we
never gave up"
The match began with the
defending NCAA runner-up
UCLA snowing why they're
second to one. Constant pressure in the first half led to two
brilliant goals
UCLA midfielder MaryFrances Monroe struck first, N

contributing writer
A rivalry already has developed between JMU and I lofstra
University following the I Hikes'
defeat Friday, 3-1.
Communication pn>blems
and bad luck accounted for the
one-sided fourth period that ultimately handed the Pride their
seventh victory of the season.
"I'm really happy with the
way we played tonight," JMU
coach Disa Johnson-Garner
said. "In the past we have had
trouble finding our identity and
being consistent. We had a
strong week of practice and we
carried that into the game."
After a 3-3 slart, Hofstra
jumped out to a 9-5 lead that
they maintained for most of the
set Sophomore Dana Jones led
her squad with multiple spike*.
I .lie in the period, senior
I \mielle Heinbaugh had a critical drop shot that started JMU
on a 40 run But the rally died
after the first 1 lofstra side-out
and the Dukes lost 30-24
I he Dukes built a 25-24 lead
later in the second set. A long
shot fn>m freshman Jen
LeMoine was called out to the
crowd's dismay. With the period deadlocked at 2>», llotsti.i
slammed down two spikes in a
row to steal the set.
JMU jumped out to another
lead in the third period, resulting in Hofstra coach Fran
k.ilater calling a time out. The

minutes in, with a left-footed
blast from 18 yards out, beating
Wilson over her outstretched
right arm.
Monroe was at it again only
13 minutes later, assisting on
teammate Stephanie Rigamat's
game-winner. Monroe evaded
the JMU defenders on the touchline left of the goal and then
dropped the ball to the penalty
spot. A perfect one-timer by
Rigamat slammed into the right
side of the net.

Already down two, the
Dukes had to survive an
onslaught from the Bruins, who
finished with 29 shots on the
match
With UCLA dominating
possession, JMU (3-4-1,1-0-0 in
the CAA) got physical to keep
the Bruins from breaking the
game open.
Coach Dave Lombardo said,
"We played them tough. We
see BRUINS, page 17
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Red-shirt junior Terl Joyce battles for possession with a Bruin.

BY AARON GRAY

Dukes continued to roll after the
DBMS' with a 7 0 run.
The Pride would not let the
Dukes get the advantage all
night and rallied Kick to within
one point of the Dukes, 22-21.
later after a JMU time out,
Heinbaugh slammed home the
v\ inner and the first set for the
Dukes, 30-28.
The Dukes fell apart in the
fourth game.
_ .
A tough n-6
tiiflay
Hotstia lead
Ilnfslr.l
hurt chances
def
|M(J
of a come-

back. The

30-24,31-2'i,

final score
was 30-22
'All Ihe
hard work
we put into
practice
this week
showed.

Jg

proud
of
our
team
and

Saturday
IMUdef.
Delaware
10-28,30-24,
'■

we

played well." |ones said.
"We played hard and we
Rave it all we could," sophomore Lauren Ku/icka said.
"I thought we got a lot of
balls up and our passing
looked good. When we play
them again this season, we
W ill win."
Saturday. JMU defeated the
I Diversity of Delaware. 3-2.
lones kid a .areer-high 26
kills in the match.
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Why Bonds is not MVP, yet
Enough of this stuff we
Americans try to pass off as
football; it's officially October
now, and m addition to some
of the best pennant races in
recent memory, there are
some players threatening
some storied records.
Now if you read that and
think that I include Barry
Bonds' pursuit of 70 home runs
m that statement you'll have to
excuse my hysterical laughter.
As the season went along
and the home run total
racked up. I promised anyone
who would listen, an increasingly small number of people, that Bonds' name would
not appear in the sports section. Not even if he doubled
the record.
The home run used to be
an exciting part of the game
and Roger Maris' performance
seemed
one
of
Herculean proportions.
But the ball is juiced now,
as are the players. There are
ballparks being built where
the left and right-field walls
are a well-struck pitching
wedge away.
All this has led to home
run totals stacking up like the
amount of money I owe
Parking Services, with new
reCOffda being set every year
for both home runs and the
amount those guys take out
of my wallet.
I remember watching earlier
this
summer
as
Colorado's Larry Walker got
handcuffed on a pitch against

the Cardinals in St. I.ouis.
The bat shattered and the
barrel flew almost into the
outfield. Walker, thinking
that it was a lazy fly Kill.
threw down the handle in
disgust. The ball cleared the
right-field wall for a homer.
Who are we kidding any
more?
The home run and its
records have lost most of the
mystique that it has carried
since Babe Ruth redefined
the game with it.
Staying on the subject ol
Bonds, there has been too
much talk placing the
National League's
Most
Valuable Player Award In hifl
hands already.
I read this great quote the
other day. I mean great .is in
who gave this guy a job.
Joe Sheehan of the
Baseball Prospectn> said. "If
Barry Bonds does not win
the NL MVP, the award ceases to have meaning. You
might as well give it to
Principal Skinner or Zippy
the Clown."
While it breaks mv heart
to put down anyone who
nukes a reference to "The
Simpsons," it is obvious th.it
Sheehan completely miteed
the boat when it comes to the
league's
Most
Valuable
Player Award.
It is true that Bonds has
had one of the greatest offensive seasons in history,
through Saturday batting .319
and displaying a ludicrous

Forchetti leads charge
versus rival Richmond

B Is llugglng percentage.
hitting well enough to protect
It's time for a quick lesson Luis. The award isn t given tor
in advanced bawbail statistics.
the entire season, though. The
On-baae percentage is fact remains that Gonzo is the
added onto slugging percent- one Steady bat in Bob Brenlv's
,u',i to get OPS, a number arsenal, and the D-backs
that many statisticians agree would be in no position to play
is the best indicator of the into October without him.
performance of a hitter.
Through Saturday, Luis
Bonds' current OPS of posted I .325 average, .in < >IN
1.352 is phenomenal, over of 1.119, 55 homers and 190
100 points better than Mark total base hits. Also, while
McGwire's in 1998, 1.222.
Bonds used to be a gold glove
Il there a point to any of outfielder, he obviously no
this? Not an important one longer cares for defense at all,
except to My that the MVP is making Gonzalez the more
not
named
the
Most dependable glove.
Offensive Player for a reason.
If Bonds can't saw the
McGwlre'l 1.222 mark in Giants' hopes then it will be
'98 was nearly 200 points in large part to the boost Luis
better than Sammy Sosa's gave the D-backs on Friday
1.024 u( that season. Sosa got night with his dramatic 11ththe MVP,
though, not inning homer to top the
Md Iwlre.
Dodgers, a clutch hit typical
Why? Because Sosa led of the Arizona left fielder.
Ins Cubs into the postseason,
So this is what I propose:
and McGwire went home.
let's give the award to the
As of Saturday night. player who is actually the
Bonds' Giants trailed the league's most valuable player.
Diamondbacks
by
two
If San l:rancisco wins the
games. If Bonds should West, it's Bonds and I'll eat
guide them into first place crow. If Arizona takes the
and the Nl West crown, then crown. Luis Gonzalez is your
I'd hand the man the MVP MVP and I'll redefine the
Vward myself. But the race word "gloating."
isn't over yet
If Bonds and San Krancisco
fall to catdl Arizona, the MVP Trains Clingenpeel
Award has to pass over Barry is
a
senior
and go to the Diamondbacks' Engli$h
major
( uii I lonzalez
who has belled
Gonzo slid off his torrid four home runs
pate in the second half of the down that cushy
year, in large part because no right-field line at
one in the Arizona line-up is Pac Bell Park.

BY DAN BOWMAN

staff writer
Senior Dad forchetti continued her offensive onslaught
Friday night, scoring two goals
as the Dukes outlasted the
Richmond Spiders 3-2.
After a slow start for both
teams, Forchetti opened up the
scoring at 19 minutes and 57 seconds on an assist from junior
mid-Adda I tin van Mnoofa
A little more than five minutes
Liter, Forchetti
■cored
her Friday
second goal at
Richmond
1432, assisted
j
by junior forward Carrie
JMU
PMOtpa
■>
"Well, by
virtue of her position, she's
going to be there," coach Irene
1 lorv.it said. "But she does a lot
to create a lot of scoring opportunities, too, and you can tell by
tonight's game we can generate
acorns opportunitiai from ail
over the field."
Forchetti said, "It helps
when everyone is having good
passes
1 veryone etoe la doing
the work and I'm putting the
hall in"
The Dukes' third goal of the
hist half came at 4:22 when
sophomore forward Janelle
IVrlis worked her way
through the Richmond defense
on a fast break for the score.
The JMU defense held
Richmond scoreless, taking a

3-0 lead intohalftime.
In
the
second
half,
Richmond came out with more
intensity, scoring only seven
minutes into the half to cut the
lead to 3-1. Sophomore forward Lydia Decembrino scored
for the Spiders at 27:42, assisted by sophomore forward
Courteney Martin.
"They (Richmond) came out
in the beginning of the second
half, and they started to just hit
the ball," Horvat said. "They
got us on our heels a little bit."
The Spiders' seemed to
slowly gain momentum, scoring a second goal only four
minutes later on a penalty shot
by senior forward Heather Rice
at 23:36. With only a one-goal
lead, the Dukes quickly called
a lime -out
"We just had to put our foot
down and say 'no more, let's play
our game/" sophomore midfielder Lindsey Keller said. "We
kind of got complacent."
Although both teams had
terrific opportunities at the net,
neither team managed to score
again, giving the Dukes the 3-2
win over Richmond. Despite
the win, some on the JMU side
Ml .is if the referees were calling
a bit of a biased game towards
the end.
Horvat said, "I personally
felt that a lot of calls were being
let go, but it's always going to
appear biased to whoever is on
the sideline."

Where Professionalism A Safety
Are Paramount.

SKYDIVE
VIRGINIA!
skydivevirginia.com

800-414-3483

•Excellent Safely
Record
• 75+ Years
Instructional
Experience
• Skydivc Virginia
has taught more
people than any other
center in VA or MD
— there s a reason
for lhat

WORLD RECORD Mulders on staff

Blues
Thmeler
This Wednesday, Oct. 3rd
Wilson Hall
J.
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He's Back!

Bruins hold off Dukes despite rally

BY KEITH ELGIN

conirihuliiifi writer
As we all know by now,
the gIMtall athlete of all time
will return to the NBA this
season to play (or the
Washington Wizards, and I
am going to love every
minute of it.
Clver the last few months, as
everyone awaited Michael
Jordan's announcement that he
will return to basketball, people began to criticize Jordan,
claiming he would ruin his
image and legacy. His Aimess
is not coming back to win a
title. He is not coming back to
go to his 13th All-Star Game.
I le is not coming back to save
the NBA. I le is coming Kick to
teach his young team how to
win. How can anyone fault
him for that?
It is highly unlikely that
MJ will play his customary
46 minutes a game. In fact,
he may even sit out a few
games to keep his body
healthy, but in the end, he
will be remembered as the
same old Air Jordan. His
image will not, I repeat, will
not be tarnished.
If Jordan said, "I am coming back to bring a title to
Washington," I would be the
first to admit that he was
crazy.
However,
Michael
made is clear he is coming
back to teach his young players, which is why I don't
understand why everyone is

criticizing him. Jordan admitted, and I think it's obvious,
that he has grown and
matured at age 38, which is
why I think this comeback
should help his image.
This may prove to be the
greatest front-office move in
the history of sports. Just
think about it. The best athlete
ever comes back for two years
to help his young team and
recruit free agents to come to
D.C. He may turn around one
of the most disgraceful franchises in all of sports, just by
making a comeback for a couple years.
How do we look at Willie
Mays? A washed-up scrub for
the New York Mets? "The
Mets? Mays played for the
Giants!" Exactly. Mays is
viewed as possibly the greatest
centerfieldcr of all time, but
people forget he tried to make a
comeback attempt with the
Mets and struggled terribly.
How will we look at
Jordan's legacy? As a 20points-a-game, 30-minutes-agame Washington Wizard?
No, he will still be the greatest
athlete of atl time, and possibly will prove to be one of the
greatest team presidents in
history as well.
"While nothing can take
away from the past, I am firmly
focused on the future and the
competitive challenge ahead of
me." Jordan said.
So am I, Mike, so am I.

BRUINS,frompaxe\5
don't play them tough; they
drag as all over the field. So we
took our offensive opportunities
when they presented themselves and I couldn't have asked
for any more out of our team."
l.ombardo praised individual and team defense for shutting the Bruins out the last hour
of the match. Ten saves by
Wilson certainly helped,
The Bruins started the second
half with the same control of the
first half, creating even more dangerous scoring opportunities.
Midway through the half,
sparked by the work of sophomore Marissa Schuchat, fortunes started to change
JMU won a direct kick 25
yards from goal Miller quickly
set up the shot. After a running
start, she placed a rocketed hall
snugly in the top left corner of
the goal In an instant, her MC
ond goal of the season put the
Dukes right back in the game.
"There was a hole in the
wall, and 1 was just trying to get
it on goal. I ended up blocking it
perfectly into the upper 90,"
Miller said of her shot.
I-ombardo said, "Jamii* is ,i
big-time player. That was a goal
in any league."
With the momentum from
the goal, the Dukes began to
control play and possession,
forcing the Bruins to scrambk' to
hold on to the victory.
Another chance came on a
cross into the box, but the head-

er by junior Deanna Saradno
was too high.
Then, ]ust minutes before the
end of the match, Schuchat fed
the ball to a streaking teammate.
Abby Karpinski. a sophomore
midfielder, sent a rolling ball
across the goal box. With the
keeper out, a UCLA defender
managed to clear the ball over
the
touchline
before
the
inevitable game-tying goal.
Lombardo said, "Our speed
of play was a little bit too slow
in the first half. After the goal,
we got an adrenaline rush and
had some chances."
In all, JMU Kid six shots,
fordng two saves from UCLA
goalkeeper CiCi Peterson, and
four corner kicks. UCLA won
seven corners.
Miller
sud.
"We
had
absolutely nothing to lose coming in here. They're ranked number two in the nation, who cares?
I was telling the girls, they're no
more human than we are."
With one of the best taunt in
the country in town, a large
supportive crowd showed up.
UCLA coach Jillian Kllis pointed
to the crowd and the intensity of
the underdog as making the
match entertaining and < IOM
"There were good players on
the field tonight on both teams
The free kick inspired them.
They had emotion tonight and I
thought we faded," Lllis said.
rhe Dukes, overflowing
with confidence, play host to
the University of Richmond
Tuesday night at 7 p.m.

Junior midfielder Meredith McClure fights for control of the
ball in a 2-1 JMU loss to the nation's second-ranked team.
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Out landlord keeps coming into our place. We have come home to
find him in our kitchen and another time in our living room. We
asked him to fix our sink and he did that but he keeps returning.
Can we keep him out? - Feeling intruded upon, 2002
If you asked your landlord to repair something then you need to
expect that he will do so within ,i reasonable time of the request, at a
reasonable hour of the day and with prior notice. What is "reasonable"
ll KHMtttfng Ihf Iwoof you need to agree on He also has the right to
inspect the property, again with reasonable notice and this should not
be something that occurs more than once or twice unless then? is a situation that needs monitoring. He can enter without
permission it there is an emergency. Other than that he
should not be entering without your permission or
prior consent. Write him a letter voicing your concerns, ,
but also tell him what you feel is reasonable notice for
him to enter your home. No landlord is allowed to
abuse the right of access.

I want to participate in Studies Abroad next year. What do I need to
think about as far as housing? Can I get a six-month lease? -Mary
2003
I ii >t coratda living on campus. Since you will be leaving to participate in a |MU program you will be released from your housing contract. This way you do not have to worry about finding someone to
take over your lease, if the subletter is a good fit for your roommates,
returning for check out and/or possibly paying for damages that
someone else may do to your place. If you do decide to live off campus, first try to find a place that offers one semester leases. There are a
few properties that offer these. Have you considered "teaming" up
with someone who is going abroad the opposite semester? Sometimes
properties will allow you to completely turn over a lease if you both
approach the landlord before signing anything. If you do end up signing a year lease you can try to get someone to sublease from you.
Obtain permission from your landlord first and be sure to get reference information and sign a sublease agreement. Please remember that
you are ultimately responsible for late fees, damage to property, lease
violations, etc.

ubmlt your qu»atl<
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LASS_[5LL32S
FOR RENT
Upstair* 3 I
i Apartn
m McGaytiesviHe 10 minutes from
IMU
l 1/2 baths, utilities
furnished and tome appliances
Secure, well lit parking, lease,
deposit No pets. Available now
1600/month. Call 2461184. 3:00
p.m.- 1100 p.m.

FOR SALE
Computer For Sale - 1MB PC 17"
monitor. Zip 100 drive. CO burner,
speakers, many design and
business programs. Call Windy.
5700111.

1HIUIMK4N Black/black
w«h gold trim and all opuons. 92K
mtles. In aicellent condition
Comes with a 120H mile or 1.8
ye* warranty. $19,995 Can Drew,
4359263.
Cast em Rags for Sal* - All
colors, prices vary for different
sizes $25.00 $75 00. Call
JoAnn. 433 3477.
Noi*ct.ack Ski Machine for Sale
Paid $600. will sell for $175.
Call 8965364 or email.
rodarmmaajjmu.edu.
Vaivo 74001 - sedan, whrte. fully
loaded, new tires. Excellent
condition and mileage. $4,900.
Call 298-2163

Fraternities. Sororities. Clubs.
Student Groups . Earn $1,000
$2,000 this semester with the
easy Canpusfundrwser com 3 hour
fundraising event. Does not involve
credit cord applications Fundrarsmg
dales are Hang qucfcty. so cai today
Contact Campusfunaraiser.com
at 688923-3238. or visit
www campuanjno*a*ff. com.
Writs tor Taw •reetet News.
Sports, focus, or Style. 5686127.
T»e JaMea arena • is staking
upperclassmen for its lucrative
Management internship positions
For
Information
go
to:
www7abf0n.com prior to contacting
us by phone. 1600658-3847.

Quality Slants Equipment
TVs. answering machine •J64-2S01

Make $3,000* >y Christmas - 6
fun sates positions open at valiey
Mall. Avg. $6 $22/hr 434-9934.

Ease* Stilus 740 Writer - l 1/2
years old Great condition. New
color cartridge included $50. OBO
4323345

HELP WANTED

WANTED

Ugry Whh»oul Automatic Washer
140. works well. Del-very possible
Betsy. 568-3827

Waltresaas aad Cooks Needed •
Apply at Jess' Lunch Must be
available to work lunches
Sophomores and Juniors preferred

Person to lease Horse for school
Year • Nice IB Ready to show
Boarded locally
234-9781,
evenings

MQet PaM far Tow OpMon $$
Earn $15 • $125 and more per
survey! wwwmr>ne)"4opmion3.com

Coach wanted io7womafls~Club
Lacrosse Team • Fan and Spring
season. 2001 2002. If interested
e-mail *tla»a>im_ edu

Tae-sWrtTtorjusI $1.00 Each)
Gift 4 Thrift. 227 N Mam.

Tad Araoa Tkfcat • Constitulion
Hall, October 6 438-0222. leave
IMM ■

LOST & FOUND

■1 Sprint; Break Operator! Check
our website for the best deals'
www vugabondtours com. Cancun.
Banamas. Jamaica, and Florida
Group organisers earn free Iran and
cash Can todayf 1866 BREAK 00

msTunTWEiuJER
Black Mahogany Angus i
years old. No collar/tags. Near
Harnsonburg High School
on 9/9/01. Very fnendry
Cash reward1
Please call 433-4909.

Spring Break 2002 - Travel with
STS. America's *1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica. Menco.
Bahamas, or Florida. Promote
trips ontampus to earn cash and
free trips intormatlon/WeservaDons
16006464849 or www3Wravaf.com

SERVICES
Complete Computer Carol l do
windows. Upgrades, diagnostics,
instruction, repairs. Call me now'
540-432-9547 or
email:
Kaneconvutevs4tooi.com.

NOTICE
For more information
and assistance regarding
Ihe investigation of
financing business
opportunities, contact the
Better Business Bureau, Inc.
1-80O-533-55O1

Attention Students in search of an
F<$£*?/>>V
Internship:

MAIC

SPRING BREAK

Work in Washington, D.C.

at the Department of State,
assisting in the global efforts to
make the world safe from the threat
of landmines. Opportunities for international travel, working
with influential senior leaders, and professional job experience
are only a few of the benefits.

Two paid internships available:
June 3 - August 30, 2002 and
September 3, 2002 - May 30, 2003
Deadline is October 31,2001
For more information, contact Christine Brawdy
at X823I5 or visit our website:
http://maic.jmu.edu/fellovfship/rellowship.htm

^ «

Spring Break Party! indulge m free
travel, food, and parties with the
OSSt DJs and cetcbrtles in Cancun.
Jamaica. Maiatlan. and the
Bahamas. Go to StuOentOty com.
call 1 800 2931443 01 email
salesetatudentcajy.com
Bering Break Insanity) Can
1-8003276013 or go to
wwwmwCampfcs.com. Guaranteed
lowest puces! we re the best
Forget the rest! Fifteen years
experience! Ad destnsuonst waned:
representatives and organizations.
Earn top SSI emu resume'

www sprlngbreakdlrect com

Warned! Spring Breakers I Sun
Coast vacations wants to send
you on Spring Break to Cancun.
the Bahamas, Jamaica, or
Maratlan for free' To find out
how. call 1686777-4642 or em»i
MM■etauncoaatvacat ions com

A»AA< Spring Br.ak Specials!
Cancun and Jamaica from $389'
Air. hotel, treo meals Award
winning company! Group leaders
free! Florida Vacations $129'
soravoniuMitravef.com
1 8006786386.

AAAA! Earl, Specials! Senna
Break Bahamas Party Cruise! 5
days $279* includes meals.
parties. Awesome beaches.
mghtirfe1 Departs from Ftonda! Get
group go free! 1 8006786366
spnnfbnjeJnYevef.com

91 Soring Bros* Weapons - Best
prices guaranteed! Cancun.
Jamaca. Bahamas. & Florida' Book
early and recede free meal plan. Now
iwmg campus reps' 1600-234-7X7.
www encMesssummer fours, com

Aal New) Guarantee the best
Spring Break pnees! South Padre.
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas.
Acapuico. Florida A Mardlgras
Reps needed... travel free, earn
Sit Group discounts for f. *
HOOft V*8203' wwMJssnrtlours.com

Sprtag Break Reps Neadacnio
promote campus trips. Earn $.
travel free! No cost We tram you

16003671252

PERSONALS
Skydlvet One day first tandem
lumps from 2 1/2 miles up! 22
lumper aircraft. JMU student
discounts' www. -.h^jitvorange.com.
1-87 7DIVESKT.

PAID l\ I I KNSHirS
INFO. SESSIONS
TOMORROW
luev.fxi LaasaaaSWrtaTrkf.231
ENtJ) lull r*«r from Noon •) Hi |< m
Hoi life mji cinrrwncc
Oprn to.ill SBBJOfl
ADOPTION
Famify wishes to adopt miam. We
love oerenung our deughtsr and
want to share our Irves w«i
another chikj wm pay let* ano
medwai eipenses Please can
Jach/Ounne at 1600 '730511.

Subscriptions to The
Breeze Are Available!
Call for more information!
56*6127

beginning October. %

^ FALL FLU SHOTS
in_________
£0ST: $1 Students. $4.50 Facultf/Staff

( __►

0

flash **U rh*itr* actsftsd' f\n mat bs utd at tfcs Hsatth
Center ONLY Questions, ftisese cat ',(,» OMi

University Health Center
Tuesday and Wednesday
l-4 PM. Thursday, &30-I2 ?M
UH6 Nursing Satellite HHS %00l
Monday-Friday,
IZ-4 PM

o have your
minutes

of fame!

This week, October 1-5, is the
last week of yearbook
pictures for the 2001-2002
Bluestone.
Monday 1 p.m.-5p.m.
Tuesday-Friday 9 a.m.-5p.m.
in PC Ballroom
$5 sitting fee, $1 more to reserve your book
Yearbooks are free at the end of the year, but
quanities are limited!
Questions? Call Allison at 568-6541
or email <the_bluestonc@jmu.edu>

*
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ZZfiOO Re.ADE.cs

COULD

BE. LOOKIUcq Ar yoi>R AD
iu rwis SPACE.
FOR jo^r 475^3 you CAU
PLACE. A FULL COLOR. AD
IU r»4E. BRE.E.Z.E.

v_nRlSrlu£ FOR DE.rAlLS
Ar rue. BRE.E.Z.E. X6>127
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